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ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
HONORABLE RUDY SALAS, CHAIR 
HONORABLE WILLIAM P. BROUGH, VICE CHAIR 
The jurisdiction of the Assembly Committee on Business and Professions includes: 1) the 
regulation of healing arts and non-healing arts professions; 2) licensing and enforcement issues 
for all boards and bureaus within the Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA); 3) creation and 
elimination of boards, bureaus and commissions under the DCA (e.g., sunrise and sunset 
review); 4) occupational licensing; 5) vocational education; 6) certain aspects of the Department 
of General Services; 7) charitable solicitations; 8) veterinarians and licensing issues; and, 9) 
product labeling (except agricultural and medical product labeling). 
During the 2015-2016 session of the California State Legislature, the Committee held a total of 
36 hearings, including five joint Sunset Review hearings with the Senate Committee on 
Business, Professions and Economic Development, six joint informational hearings, one 
orientation hearing and one joint Initiative Statute (#1762) hearing. A total of 224 bills were 
referred to the Committee during the 2015-2016 Session. Committee staff authored 209 bill 
analyses, and 15 bills were reported out of the committee not set for hearing. 
Numerous businesses and professions throughout California are regulated under the Business 
and Professions Code, the Government Code, Civil Code and the Health and Safety Code and 
fall within the Committee's jurisdiction, including: 
1) Accountants, tax 
preparers and notaries 
2) Acupuncturists 
3) Architects 
4) Automotive repair 
5) Barbers and 
cosmetologists 
6) Building standards 
7) Chiropractors 
8) Contractors 
9) Court reporters 
1 0) Dentists and dental 
auxiliaries 
11) Dietitians 
12) Dispensing opticians 
13) Electronic and appliance 
repair, home furnishings 
and thermal insulation 
14) Franchises 
15) Funeral, cemetery and 
crematory establishments 
16) Geologists and 
geophysicists 
1 7) Interior designers 




19) Land surveyors 
20) Landscape architects 
21) Marriage and family 
therapists, licensed 





22) Martial artists and 
promoters 
23) Massage therapists 




27) Occupational therapists 
28) Optometrists and 
opticians 
29) Pharmacists 
30) Physical therapists 
31) Physicians and surgeons 
and Osteopathic 
physicians 
32) Physician assistants 
33) Podiatrists 
34) Private postsecondary 
education 
35) Product labeling 
36) Professional engineers 
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37) Professional fiduciaries 
38) Psychiatric technicians 
39) Psychologists 
40) Real estate brokers, 
salespersons and 
appraisers 
41) Registered nurses 
42) Respiratory care 
practitioners 
43) Security and 
investigative services 
44) Sellers of travel and tour 
guides 
45) Speech-language 
pathologists, hearing aid 
dispensers and 
audiologists 
46) Structural pest control 
operators 
47) Trainers of guide dogs 
for the blind 
48) Clinical laboratories 
49) Veterinarians and 
veterinary technicians 
50) Vocational nurses 

Business and Product Regulation 
AB-26 (Jones-Sawyer)- Medical cannabis. 
Establishes a licensing and regulatory framework for the cultivation, processing, 
transportation, testing, recommendation and sale of medical marijuana to be administered 
by the Division of Medical Cannabis Regulation and Enforcement within the Department 
of Alcoholic Beverage Control. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Senate-In Committee Process- Rules 
AB-34 (Cooley, Bonta, Jones-Sawyer)- Medical cannabis. 
Creates a comprehensive state licensing and regulatory framework for the cultivation, 
processing, distribution, testing and sale of medical cannabis, including setting health and 
safety standards, such as, medical cannabis testing and labeling; record-keeping; security; 
transportation; taxation; and certification of employees. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Appropriations 
AB-159 (Calderon)- Investigational drugs, biological products, and devices. 
Authorizes the manufacturer of an investigational drug to make an investigational drug 
that is not yet approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration available to a 
patient, under certain circumstances. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health 
Status: Assembly - Vetoed 
AB-266 (Bonta, Cooley, Jones-Sawyer, Lackey, Wood)- Medical marijuana. 
Establishes a comprehensive licensing and regulatory framework for the cultivation, 
manufacture, transportation, storage, distribution and sale of medical marijuana to be 
administered by the Bureau of Medical Marijuana Regulation within the Department of 
Consumer Affairs, Department of Food and Agriculture, and Department of Public 
Health. 
Status: Chapter 689, Statutes of 2015 
AB-282 (Eggman) - Accessible window covering cords. 
Makes specified findings and declares the intent of the Legislature to subsequently amend 
this bill to enact legislation to protect children from the preventable strangulation hazard 
posed by cords on window coverings by adopting standards that provide for safer 
window coverings in California. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Human Services. 
Status: Senate - In Committee Process - Business, Professions and Economic 
Development 
AB-486 (Bonilla) - Centralized hospital packaging pharmacies: medication labels. 
Requires labels on medications produced by centralized hospital packaging pharmacies to 
also include specific information on the label in human readable form. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Chapter 241, Statutes of 2015 
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AB-525 (Holden, Atkins, Dodd, Wilk)- Franchise relations: renewal and 
termination. 
Revises the rights and responsibilities of franchisors and franchisees as outlined in the 
California Franchise Relations Act, which governs the renewal and termination of 
franchise agreements. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Judiciary. 
Status: Chapter 776, Statutes of 2015 
AB-576 (Ting) - California Building Standards Commission: advisory panels. 
Authorizes the California Building Standards Commission to appoint individuals from 
the energy and resource professions to join its building standards advisory panels. 
Status: Senate - Died - Transportation and Housing 
AB-595 (Alejo) - Registered dispensing opticians: optometrists: practices. 
Prohibits a licensed registered dispensing optician (RDO), or a manufacturer or 
distributor of optical goods, that is renting or leasing office space, sharing office space, or 
receiving space from an optometrist from engaging in conduct that would influence or 
interfere with the clinical decisions of that optometrist. Prohibits an optometrist that is 
using or sharing office space with a RDO from giving or receiving anything of material 
value to or from any person in return for referral of patients or to secure patients. Deletes 
the provisions declaring it unlawful for a RDO to advertise the furnishing of the services 
of a refractionist, an optometrist, or a physician and surgeon; to directly or indirectly 
employ or maintain on or near the premises used for optical dispensing a refractionist, an 
optometrist, a physician and surgeon, or a practitioner of any other profession for the 
purpose of any examination or treatment of the eyes; or to duplicate or change lenses 
without a prescription or order from a person duly licensed to issue the same. Deletes the 
prohibition of optometrists having more than one branch office. Prohibits a person from 
having any proprietary interest in an office for the practice of optometry unless he or she 
is licensed to practice optometry. Requires the State Board of Optometry, Division of 
Licensing of the Medical Board of California and any other state board or department to 
share enforcement data. 
Status: This bill was substantially amended to address an unrelated topic: 
Forfeiture 
AB-623 (Wood) - Abuse-deterrent opioid analgesic drug products. 
Prohibits a health care service plan or health insurer from requiring the use of opioid drug 
products that have no abuse-deterrent properties in order to access abuse-deterrent opioid 
drug products; requires a pharmacist to provide a patient receiving an opioid drug product 
information about proper storage and disposal of the drug; and prohibits a plan or insurer 
from preventing a provider from prescribing a less than 30-day supply of opioids 
analgesic drugs and to provide coverage for the prescription. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Assembly-Died- Appropriations 
AB-627 (Gomez)- Pharmacy benefit managers: contracting pharmacies. 
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Requires a pharmacy benefit manager that reimburses a contracting pharmacy for a drug 
on a maximum allowable cost (MAC) basis to include in a contract renewed on or after 
January 1, 2016, information identifying the data sources used to determine the MAC for 
the drugs on a MAC list, provide for an appeal process, and make available the most up-
to-date MAC lists used, and prohibits a drug from being included on a MAC list or from 
being reimbursed on a MAC basis, unless certain requirements are met. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Chapter 74, Statutes of 2015 
AB-632 (Eggman) - Secondhand dealers and coin dealers: reporting: handheld 
electronic devices. 
Permits a secondhand dealer or pawnbroker to submit the International Mobile Station 
Equipment Identity, the mobile equipment identifier, or other unique number assigned to 
a handheld electronic device in lieu of the serial number for reporting purposes and 
provides the definition for a handheld electronic device. 
Status: Chapter 169, Statutes of 2015 
AB-662 (Bonilla) - Public accommodation: disabled adults: changing facilities. 
Requires a person, private firm, organization or corporation that owns or manages a 
commercial place of public amusement to install and maintain at least one adult changing 
station for persons with a physical disability. 
Status: Chapter 742, Statutes of 2015 
AB-684 (Alejo, Bonilla) - State Board of Optometry: optometrists: non-resident 
contact lens sellers: registered dispensing opticians. 
Authorizes the establishment of landlord-tenant relationships between a registered 
dispensing optician (RDO), optometrist and an optical company as specified; transfers the 
regulation of RDOs from the Medical Board of California to the California State Board of 
Optometry (CBO); replaces an optometrist with a RDO on the CBO; establishes a RDO 
advisory committee; and establishes a three-year period for the transition of direct 
employment of optometrists to leasing arrangements. 
Status: Chapter 405, Statutes of 2015 
AB-693 (Eggman)- Health studio services: cancellation. 
Authorizes a consumer to cancel a health studio services contract via first-class mail, with 
an e-mail address on file, or in person, and requires the contract to contain a conspicuous 
statement allowing the consumer to do so. 
Status: This bill was substantially amended to address an unrelated topic: 
Multifamily Affordable Housing Solar Roofs Program 
AB-708 (Jones-Sawyer)- Consumer products: content information. 
Requires the manufacturer of a cleaning product manufactured after January 1, 2017, for 
retail sale in California, to disclose a full list of the product ingredients on the 
manufacturer's Web site, as specified, and requires the manufacturer to include a 
specified statement regarding any ingredient found on the list of candidate chemicals, as 
specified. 
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Status: Assembly - Failed 
AB-764 (Quirk)- Parking lots: design: insurance discount. 
Requires the California Building Standards Commission, in collaboration with the State 
Architect and the State Fire Marshall, to consider and update as it deems necessary 
standards for the installation of vehicle barriers to protect persons from motor vehicle 
collisions. Allows an insurer to consider the installation of a vehicle barrier as a safety 
measure and provide or offer a discount on the property insurance of a commercial 
property owner who installs such a vehicle barrier. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Insurance. 
Status: Assembly - Vetoed 
AB-789 (Calderon)- Contact lens sellers: prohibited practices: fines. 
Specifies that sellers of contact lenses are not subject to a manufacturer's unilateral 
pricing policy and raises the minimum fine for violating the Non-resident Contact Lens 
Seller Registration Act from $1,000 to $1,500. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
AB-808 (Ridley-Thomas)- Automotive fuels and products. 
Expands the authority of the Department of Food and Agriculture (DFA) to include 
alternative fuels; requires the method of sale for all motor vehicle fuels and lubricants to 
be consistent with national standards; requires the Secretary of the DFA to establish 
interim standards for methods of sale if national standards do not exist; and makes other 
conforming changes. 
Status: Chapter 591, Statutes of 2015 
AB-905 (Beth Gaines)- Time-shares: public report: real property inspection. 
Authorizes a time-share developer, who creates a time-share plan or is in the business of 
selling time-share interests, to provide to a purchaser a mandated public report or other 
disclosures in a digital format, and provides that certain inspection and disclosure 
requirements do not apply to property transfers that are already required to meet 
mandated reporting requirements. 
Status: Chapter 88, Statutes of 2015 
AB-1073 (Ting)- Pharmacy: prescription drug labels. 
Requires dispensers, upon request of a patient or patient's representative, to provide 
translated directions, provided by the Board of Pharmacy, for use on prescription 
containers. Specifies that a dispenser is responsible for the accuracy of the English-
language directions provided to the patient. 
Status: Chapter 784, Statutes of 2015 
AB-1097 (Holden)- Alarm companies: electronic transactions. 
Authorizes contracts for services or other activities authorized by the Alarm Company 
Act, relating to installation agreements, to be conducted by electronic means only after 
receiving consent from the consumer. 
Status: Chapter 439, Statutes of 2015 
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AB-1175 (Ridley-Thomas)- Bureau of Electronic and Appliance Repair, Horne 
Furnishings, and Thermal Insulation. 
Increases the statutory fee cap by approximately 25 percent for each license type under 
the Bureau of Electronic and Appliance Repair, Home Furnishings, and Thermal 
Insulation, except as specified. 
Status: Chapter 187, Statutes of 2015 
AB-1182 (Santiago)- Secondhand goods: tangible personal property. 
Narrows the current definition of tangible personal property; requires the Department of 
Justice to annually update the list of items which represent a significant class of stolen 
goods, beginning January 1, 2016, and post it on its website; and makes other technical 
and clarifying amendments. 
Status: Chapter 749, Statutes of 2015 
AB-1430 (Cooper)- California family owned businesses. 
Provides a definition for a "California family owned business" to serve as the basis for 
better data collection on the contribution that family owned businesses make to 
California. 
Status: Senate - Died 
AB-1463 (Gatto)- Onsite treated water. 
Requires that the State Water Resources Control Board, in consultation with the 
California Department of Public Health, the California Building Standards Commission 
and stakeholders, develop standards that are protective of public health, safety and the 
environment for reusing graywater, rainwater and other water at the same location that it 
is captured. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Water, Parks, and 
Wildlife. 
Status: This bill was substantially amended to address an unrelated topic: Student 
financial aid: California Covenants Program: tuition certificates: gross income 
exclusion 
AB-1464 (Bloom)- Tanning. 
Establishes a new regulatory structure for tanning facility owners and operators by 
requiring the state Department of Public Health to license and regulate the owners of 
tanning facilities; requiring tanning device operators to obtain specified training in the 
operation of tanning equipment; requiring tanning facility operators or manufactures to 
follow maintenance procedures and maintain customer records; and requiring tanning 
facility owners and operators to provide specified disclosure information to consumers 
regarding the use of certain tanning devices. 
Status: Assembly-Died- Business and Professions 
AB-1575 (Bonta, Cooley, Jones-Sawyer, Lackey, Wood)- Medical cannabis. 
This bill would have amended various provisions of the Medical Cannabis Regulation 
and Safety Act. 
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Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Banking and Finance. 
Status: Senate- Died- Appropriations 
AB-1668 (Calderon)- Investigational drugs, biological products, and devices. 
Authorizes the manufacturer of an investigational drug, biological product, or device 
(investigational drug) that is not yet approved by the United States Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) to make the investigational drug available to a patient with a 
serious or immediately life-threatening disease, when that patient has considered all other 
treatment options currently approved by the FDA, has been unable to participate in a 
relevant clinical trial, and for whom the investigational drug has been recommended by 
the patient's primary physician and a consulting physician. Specifies other criteria and 
requirements for the use of investigational drugs. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Chapter 684, Statutes of 2016 
AB-1732 (Ting) - Single-user restrooms. 
Requires, commencing on March 1, 2017, businesses, places of public accommodation, 
or state or local government agencies that offer a single-user toilet facility to be 
designated as an all-gender toilet facility, as specified, and authorizes an inspector, as 
specified to inspect for compliance. 
Status: Chapter 818, Statutes of 2016 
AB-1751 (Low)- Secondhand goods. 
Revise and recasts the Department of Justice's requirements for the implementation, 
construction, and maintenance of the single, statewide and uniform electronic reporting 
system, defined as CAPSS, revises the reporting requirements for pawnbrokers and 
secondhand dealers and makes numerous other technical and clarifying changes, as 
specified. 
Status: Chapter 793, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2059 (Eduardo Garcia) - Junk dealers and recyclers: nonferrous materials. 
Exempts junk dealers and recyclers from the three-day payment restrictions if the junk 
dealer or recycler obtains a surety bond, as specified, requires a study to be conducted on 
the impact of the bond, and sunsets the provision authorizing the exemption for the bond 
on January 1, 2020. 
Status: Assembly-Died 
AB-2066 (Lackey)- Service stations: petroleum supply and pricing. 
Requires every motor fuel service station to display the average per-gallon cost of 
gasoline and diesel fuel, as annually calculated by the California Energy Commission, 
across the industry of refiners producing transportation fuels as a result of their 
compliance with a market-based compliance mechanism adopted by the California Air 
Resources Board pursuant to the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006. 
Status: Assembly-Died -Appropriations 
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AB-2138 (Low, Bonta)- Tour guides: regulation. 
Establishes the California Tour Guide Act and provides for the examination, certification, 
and regulation of tour guides by the California Travel and Tourism Council. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Arts, Entertainment, 
Sports, Tourism, and Internet Media. 
Status: This bill was amended to address an unrelated topic: Sellers of travel 
AB-2161 (Quirk)- Parking lots: design: insurance discount. 
Allows an insurer to consider the installation of vehicle barriers as a safety measure for 
purposes of providing or offering a discount on the property owner's commercial 
property insurance; and requires any such discounts to be determined to be actuarially 
sound and approved by the Insurance Commissioner prior to their use. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Insurance. 
Status: Chapter 73, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2217 (Hadley)- Notary public: service fees. 
Revises the current statutory fee cap to allow certified notaries public to increase fees for 
specified services. 
Status: Chapter 133, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2236 (Santiago, Bonta)- Secondhand goods: tangible personal property. 
Revises the definition of"tangible personal property," to exclude specific types of 
property that have a value of $950 or less. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
AB-2385 (Jones-Sawyer)- Medical Marijuana Regulation and Safety Act: state 
licenses: Measure D. 
Prohibits a person from engaging in commercial cannabis activity without possessing 
both a state license and a local permit, license, or other authorization one year after the 
bureau posts a notice on its Internet Web site that the licensing authorities have 
commenced issuing licenses. This bill also prohibits licensing authorities from requiring 
a local license, permit, or other authorization, and requires the issuance of a state license, 
if the authorities determine, as specified, that the applicant meets all of the requirements 
of Medical Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act and specified criteria relating to Measure 
D, which was approved by the voters of the City of Los Angeles at the May 21,2013, 
general election. This bill further provides that a license issued pursuant to the above 
provision has the same force and effect, and confers the same benefits and 
responsibilities, as licenses issued to licensees not subject to the above-described 
exception. This bill requires the exemption to the local licensing requirement provided 
by these provisions to be superseded by a subsequent initiative authorizing the City of 
Los Angeles to issue local licenses to medical marijuana businesses in the city if the 
voters of Los Angeles approve the initiative prior to the time the State of California 
begins issuing state licenses. 
Status: Assembly-Vetoed 
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AB-2516 (Wood)- Medical marijuana: state cultivator license types: specialty 
cottage type. 
Clarifies the role of the of the California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) is 
not to supersede or limit the authority of specified state agencies when implementing and 
enforcing their statutory obligations, or adopting regulations to protect water quality, 
water supply, and natural resources; creates a Type lC, or "specialty cottage" license, to 
be issued by the CDFA, for cultivation using a combination of natural and supplemental 
artificial lighting at a maximum threshold to be determined by the licensing authority, of 
2,500 square feet or less of total canopy size for mixed-light cultivation, up to 25 mature 
plants for outdoor cultivation, or 500 square feet or less of total canopy size for indoor 
cultivation; clarifies the maximum threshold for a Type lA, or "specialty indoor," for 
indoor cultivation using exclusively artificial lighting, is less than or equal to between 
501 and 5,000 square feet of total canopy size on one premises. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Agriculture. 
Status: Chapter 827, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2545 (Bonta)- Medical cannabis: agreements with tribal governments. 
This bill authorizes the Governor to enter into agreements concerning medical cannabis 
with federally recognized sovereign Indian tribes, as specified, and authorizes the 
Governor to delegate to the chief of the Bureau of Medical Marijuana Regulation within 
the Department of Consumer Affairs authority to negotiate the agreements. In addition, it 
requires any such agreement to require individuals conducting medical cannabis business 
activity on tribal land to meet the state and local licensure requirements applicable in the 
jurisdiction of the local government in which the tribal land is located. 
Status: Assembly- Died -Appropriations 
AB-2614 (Bonta) - Medical cannabis: state licenses: out-of-state convictions. 
Prohibits the denial of a state license to an applicant for specified activities relating to 
medical cannabis if the denial is based solely on a conviction outside of the state of 
California where the sentencing did not include a period of incarceration, but only if a 
local government with knowledge of that prior conviction issues a permit, license, or 
other authorization permitting the applicant to engage in commercial cannabis activity. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
AB-2672 (Bonilla)- Medical cannabis. 
Renames the Medical Marijuana Regulation and Safety Act to the Medical Cannabis 
Regulation and Safety Act; renames the Bureau of Medical Marijuana Regulation to the 
Bureau of Medical Cannabis Regulation; renames the Medical Marijuana Regulation and 
Safety Act Fund to the Medical Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act Fund; renames the 
Medical Marijuana Fines and Penalties Account to the Medical Cannabis Fines and 
Penalties Account; and makes other conforming changes throughout the Business and 
Professions, Fish and Game, Government, Health and Safety, Revenue and Taxation, and 
Water Codes. 
Status: Senate-Died - Business, Professions and Economic Development 
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AB-2679 (Cooley, Bonta, Jones-Sawyer, Lackey, Wood)- Medical marijuana: 
regulation: research. 
Increases the reporting requirements of the Bureau of Medical Marijuana Regulation 
(Bureau) to include the number of appeals of denial of state licenses or other disciplinary 
actions taken by the licensing authorities, the number of complaints submitted to the 
Bureau regarding licenses; and expands the California Marijuana Research Program 
within the University of California to include in its studies the effect of marijuana on a 
person's motor skills. 
Note: This bill was referred to the Assembly Committee on Health per Assembly Rule 
77.2. 
Status: Chapter 828, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2699 (Gonzalez)- Department of Consumer Affairs: solar companies: solar 
energy systems. 
Requires the Contractors State License Board to develop a "solar energy system 
disclosure document" and make the document available on its web site on or before July 
1, 2017;" requires a contractor to maintain a blanket performance and payment bond for 
the purpose of solar installation, as specified; and subjects a contractor for the installation 
of a solar energy system to the current down payment restrictions for a horne 
improvement contract, as specified. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Judiciary. 
Status: Assembly-Died -Appropriations 
AB-2725 (Chiu)- Food manufacturers: food facilities: labels. 
Requires food for sale to include a quality date and authorizes the use of an elevated risk 
date on specified food products. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Assembly-Died- Health 
AB-2810 (Eggman) - Health studio services: cancellation. 
Specifies that a contract for health studio services may be canceled by the buyer in 
person, via email from an email address on file with the health studio, or via first-class 
mail, and makes other conforming changes. 
Status: Chapter 189, Statutes of 2016 
SB-177 (Wieckowski) - Alarm companies: limited liability companies. 
Extends the authorization of the Bureau of Security and Investigative Services to issue an 
alarm company operator license to a limited liability company from January 1, 2016, to 
January 1, 2019. 
Status: Chapter 140, Statutes of 2015 
SB-270 (Mendoza) - Shorthand reporting services. 
Provides the Court Reporters Board with broad powers of enforcement, as specified, over 
foreign or domestic corporations that offer or arrange for shorthand reporting services, as 
specified, in California, and clarifies that the provisions of this bill do not regulate the 
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setting of negotiated transcript fees and reasonable fees for non-contracting parties. 
Status: Assembly - Died - Business and Professions 
SB-284 (Cannella)- Engineering and land surveying: limited liability partnerships. 
Extends the authorization for licensed engineers and land surveyors to operate as limited 
liability partnerships from January 1, 2016 to January 1, 2019. 
Status: Chapter 157, Statutes of 2015 
SB-287 (Hueso)- Automated external defibrillators (AEDs). 
Requires certain occupied buildings, with capacities of 200 persons or greater, 
constructed on or after January 1, 2017, to have an AED on the premises. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Judiciary. 
Status: Chapter 449, Statutes of 2015 
SB-351 (Committee on Banking and Financial Institutions)- Corporations. 
Adds dental assistants, dentists, registered dental hygienists and registered dental 
hygienists in extended functions to the list of healing arts practitioners who may be 
shareholders, officers, or directors of a registered dental hygienist in alternative practice 
corporation, in addition to making other changes in the Corporations Code. 
Status: This bill was amended to address a topic outside of this Committee's 
jurisdiction. 
SB-396 (Hill) - Health care: outpatient settings and surgical clinics: facilities: 
licensure and enforcement. 
Requires a specified Medicare-certified clinic and an accredited outpatient setting to 
request a report from the appropriate healthcare regulatory board regarding the filing of a 
peer review report; requires licensees who perform procedures in outpatient settings to be 
subject to peer review every two years and the accrediting body to review the findings of 
those reports; and, further specifies that inspections of accredited outpatient surgical 
centers may be unannounced with a 60-day warning to the surgical center of the pending 
inspection. 
Status: Chapter 287, Statutes of 2015 
SB-643 (McGuire) - Medical marijuana. 
Establishes a comprehensive licensing and regulatory framework for the cultivation, 
manufacture, transportation, storage, distribution and sale of medical cannabis to be 
administered by the Bureau of Medical Marijuana Regulation within the Department of 
Consumer Affairs, Department of Food and Agriculture and Department of Public 
Health. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Chapter 719, Statutes of 2015 
SB-738 (Huff) - Pupil health: epinephrine auto-injectors: liability limitation. 
Provides that an authorizing physician and surgeon will not be subject to professional 
review, be liable in a civil action, or be the subject of criminal prosecution for issuing a 
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prescription or order for an epinephrine auto-injector unless the physician or surgeon's 
issuance constitutes gross negligence or willful or malicious conduct. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Judiciary. 
Status: Chapter 132, Statutes of 2015 
SB-763 (Leno)- Juvenile products: flame retardant chemicals. 
Requires manufacturers of juvenile products manufactured on or after July 1, 2016, to 
indicate on a label if a product contains added flame retardant chemicals. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Environmental Safety 
and Toxic Materials. 
Status: This bill was substantially amended to address: Medical professionals: 
probation. 
SB-945 (Monning) - Pet boarding facilities. 
Establishes standards for pet boarding facilities and pet boarding operators. 
Status: Chapter 364, Statutes of 2016 
SB-999 (Pavley)- Health insurance: contraceptives: annual supply. 
This bill authorizes a pharmacist to dispense a 12-month supply of United States Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved, self-administered hormonal contraceptives, 
requires insurance to cover the cost, and requires the Department of Managed Health 
Care to issue all-plan letters or similar instructions to implement the provisions of this 
bill. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Chapter 499, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1400 (Wieckowski)- Tobacco. 
Revises, beginning on January 1, 2019, the definition of a "retail location" under the 
Cigarette and Tobacco Products Licensing Act to limit the sale of cigarettes and tobacco 
products to "tobacco stores" as currently defined in law. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Governmental 
Organization. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
SB-1470 (Wieckowski) -Tobacco. 
Revises the definitional requirement for "tobacco store" to indicate that a retail business 
primarily sells tobacco paraphernalia in addition to tobacco products. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Governmental 
Organization. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
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Health Licensing and Regulation 
AB-178 (Bonilla) - Board of Vocational Nursing and Psychiatric Technicians of the 
State of California: executive officer. 
Removes the requirement that the executive officer of the Board of Vocational Nursing 
and Psychiatric Technicians be a licensed vocational nurse, registered nurse or 
psychiatric technician. This is an urgency measure. 
Status: Chapter 429, Statutes of 2015 
AB-179 (Bonilla)- Healing arts. 
Extends the operation of the Dental Board of California (DBC) until January 1, 2020, 
increases statutory fee caps relating to dentists and dental assistants and authorizes the 
DBC to suspend the dental assistant practical examination. Extends the operation of the 
Board of Vocational Nursing and Psychiatric Technicians (BVNPT) until January 1, 
2018, requires the appointment of an enforcement monitor to oversee the BVNPT's 
disciplinary system and requires the internal audit unit of the Department of Consumer 
Affairs to review the BVNPT, as specified. 
Status: Chapter 510, Statutes of 2015 
AB-250 (Obernolte)- Telehealth: marriage and family therapist interns and 
trainees. 
Authorizes marriage and family therapist interns and trainees to provide services via 
telehealth, under specified supervision, in order to gain supervised hours which are 
required for licensure. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Chapter 50, Statutes of 2015 
AB-266 (Bonta, Cooley, Jones-Sawyer, Lackey, Wood)- Medical marijuana. 
Establishes a comprehensive licensing and regulatory framework for the cultivation, 
manufacture, transportation, storage, distribution, and sale of medical marijuana to be 
administered by the Bureau of Medical Marijuana Regulation within the Department of 
Consumer Affairs, Department of Food and Agriculture and Department of Public 
Health. 
Status: Chapter 689, Statutes of 2015 
AB-316 (Maienschein) -Veterinarians: cruelty incidents. 
Permits a veterinarian licensed in another state to be called to California by a law 
enforcement agency or animal control agency to attend to cases of animal cruelty or 
animal fighting as requested, and permits the establishment of temporary shelters for the 
purpose of assisting in the investigation. 
Status: Chapter 556, Statutes of 2015 
AB-317 (Maienschein)- Veterinary medicine: temporary shelter. 
Exempts a temporary shelter which is operated either by a licensed veterinarian from 
another state, or a California-licensed veterinarian that is providing care and shelter to 
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animals during a declared state of emergency, from having to obtain a premises 
registration from the Veterinary Medical Board. 
Status: Assembly - Vetoed 
AB-333 (Melendez) - Healing arts: continuing education. 
Clarifies that a healing arts licensee may earn one unit of continuing education (CE) 
credit for attending a course in cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) or the proper use of 
an automated external defibrillator (AED) and up to two units of CE credit for conducting 
CPR or AED training sessions if the licensing board includes the courses in its CE 
requirements. 
Status: Chapter 360, Statutes of 2015 
AB-483 (Patterson) - Healing arts: initial license fees: proration. 
Requires that the fees for an initial license or an original license issued by specified 
regulatory entities under the Department of Consumer Affairs be prorated on a monthly 
basis. 
Status: Assembly - Vetoed 
AB-502 (Chau)- Dental hygiene. 
Authorizes the creation of, and establishes rules of governance for, a registered dental 
hygienist in alternative practice corporation. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Chapter 516, Statutes of 2015 
AB-507 (Olsen) - Department of Consumer Affairs: BreEZe system: annual report. 
Requires the Department of Consumer Affairs to submit an annual report to the 
Legislature and the Department of Finance that includes an implementation plan for 
phase three of the "BreEZe" computer system. 
Status: Senate - Died - Business, Professions and Economic Development 
AB-595 (Alejo) - Registered dispensing opticians: optometrists: practices. 
Prohibits a licensed registered dispensing optician (RDO), or a manufacturer or 
distributor of optical goods, that is renting or leasing office space, sharing office space, or 
receiving space from an optometrist from engaging in conduct that would influence or 
interfere with the clinical decisions of that optometrist. Prohibits an optometrist that is 
using or sharing office space with a RDO from giving or receiving anything of material 
value to or from any person in return for referral of patients or to secure patients. Deletes 
the provisions that it is unlawful for a RDO to advertise the furnishing of the services of a 
refractionist, an optometrist, or a physician and surgeon; to directly or indirectly employ 
or maintain on or near the premises used for optical dispensing a refractionist, an 
optometrist, a physician and surgeon, or a practitioner of any other profession for the 
purpose of any examination or treatment of the eyes; or to duplicate or change lenses 
without a prescription or order from a person duly licensed to issue the same. Deletes the 
prohibition of optometrists having more than one branch office. Prohibits a person from 
having any proprietary interest in an office for the practice of optometry unless he or she 
is licensed to practice optometry. Requires the State Board of Optometry, Division of 
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Licensing of the Medical Board of California and any other state board or department to 
share enforcement data. 
Status: This bill was substantially amended to address an unrelated topic: 
Forfeiture. 
AB-599 (Bonilla)- Clinical laboratories: cytotechnologists. 
Authorizes a licensed cytotechnologist to perform all tests and procedures pertaining to 
cytology under the overall operation and administration of a laboratory director. 
Status: Chapter 300, Statutes of 2015 
AB-611 (Dahle)- Controlled substances: prescriptions: reporting. 
Gives the authority to a non-peace officer within a board, bureau or program within the 
Department of Consumer Affairs to apply for access to the Department of Justice 
Controlled Substances Utilization Review and Evaluation System Prescription Drug 
Monitoring Program for the limited purpose of obtaining the controlled substance history 
of a licensee being investigated for alleged substance abuse. Requires that the application 
contain facts demonstrating probable cause to believe the licensee has violated a law 
governing controlled substances. Excludes boards that regulate health care practitioners 
that are authorized to prescribe controlled substances from this provision. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
AB-684 (Alejo, Bonilla) - State Board of Optometry: optometrists: non-resident 
contact lens sellers: registered dispensing opticians. 
Authorizes the establishment of landlord-tenant relationships between a registered 
dispensing optician (RDO), optometrist and an optical company as specified; transfers the 
regulation of RDOs from the Medical Board of California to the California State Board of 
Optometry (CBO); replaces an optometrist with a RDO on the CBO; establishes a RDO 
advisory committee; and establishes a three-year period for the transition of direct 
employment of optometrists to leasing arrangements. 
Status: Chapter 405, Statutes of 2015 
AB-705 (Eggman) - Psychologists: licensure exemption. 
Requires individuals performing psychological activities, within specified exempt 
settings, to work under the supervision of a licensed psychologist; accumulate the 
supervised hours required for licensure; and, become licensed within five years. This bill 
also makes other technical and clarifying amendments. 
Status: Chapter 218, Statutes of 2015 
AB-750 (Low)- Business and professions: retired category: licenses. 
Authorizes a board, bureau, commission, or program within the Department of Consumer 
Affairs to establish, by regulation, a system for a retired category of licensure for persons 
who are not actively engaged in the practice of their profession or vocation. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Appropriations 
AB-757 (Gomez)- Healing arts: clinical laboratories. 
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Authorizes a person, who meets specified criteria, to perform a total protein refractometer 
test using an automatic, button-operated refractometer with a digital readout in a licensed 
plasma collection facility in this state. 
Status: Assembly - Vetoed 
AB-758 (Chao)- Acupuncture: education and training programs. 
Allows acupuncture schools to receive approval from another accreditation agency 
recognized by the United States Department of Education as an alternative to the 
Accreditation Commission for Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine; requires the 
California Acupuncture Board (CAB) to conduct site visits to acupuncture schools; and 
requires the CAB to impose a fee for the site visits. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
AB-773 (Baker) - Board of Psychology: licenses. 
Changes the expiration date of a psychologist's license from the licensee's birthdate to 
two-years after the date of issuance. 
Status: Chapter 336, Statutes of 2015 
AB-788 (Chu)- Prescriptions. 
Requires that every prescription include a legible, clear notice of the condition or purpose 
for which the drug is prescribed, and would authorize the prescriber or patient to request 
that this information not be included in the prescription container label. This bill would 
also require that every prescription container be correctly labeled to include that 
information, unless omission of that information has been requested by the prescriber or 
patient. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Health 
AB-796 (Nazarian) - Health care coverage: autism and pervasive developmental 
disorders. 
Requires the Board of Psychology to convene a committee to create a list of evidence-
based treatment modalities for purposes of developing mandated behavioral health 
treatment (BHT) modalities for pervasive development disorder or autism (POD/ A). 
Extends the sunset provisions requiring health care service plans to provide health 
coverage for BHT for POD/A to January 1, 2022. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Chapter 493, Statutes of 2016 
AB-848 (Mark Stone)- Alcoholism and drug abuse treatment facilities. 
Authorizes alcoholism and drug treatment facilities to allow a licensed physician, or other 
health care practitioner, to provide incidental medical services to a resident of the facility 
and requires the Department of Health Care Services to conduct an evaluation of the 
program on or before July 1, 2018. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Chapter 744, Statutes of 2015 
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AB-880 (Ridley-Thomas)- Dentistry: licensure: exemption. 
Authorizes students enrolled in their final year at a California dental school, approved by 
the Dental Board of California, to practice dentistry under the supervision of licensed 
dentists at free sponsored events. 
Status: Chapter 409, Statutes of 2015 
AB-890 (Ridley-Thomas)- Anesthesiologist assistants. 
Enacts the Anesthesiologist Assistant Practice Act, which would make it unlawful for any 
person to hold themselves out to be an anesthesiologist assistant (AA) unless they meet 
specified requirements, and requires an AA to work under the supervision of an 
anesthesiologist. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Appropriations 
AB-923 (Steinorth) - Respiratory care practitioners. 
Makes changes to the disciplinary provisions of the Respiratory Care Practice Act, 
including creating additional causes for disciplinary action, specifying that the loss of a 
license does not deprive the Respiratory Care Board of jurisdiction to commence with 
disciplinary proceedings, and making other technical changes. 
Status: Chapter 253, Statutes of 2016 
AB-940 (Ridley-Thomas, Waldron)- Clinical laboratories. 
Clarifies that a qualified licensed bioanalyst may act as a laboratory director, allows an 
applicant for a bioanalyst license to obtain four years of experience in any laboratory 
approved under the federal Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) and 
authorizes the California Department of Public Health to charge a renewal fee for 
specified licenses. 
Status: Chapter 341, Statutes of 2015 
AB-1060 (Bonilla)- Professions and vocations: licensure. 
Clarifies that a board or bureau under the Department of Consumer Affairs must provide 
specified information, when a license is suspended or revoked, to an ex-licensee through 
first-class mail and by email if a board or bureau has an email address on file for the ex-
licensee. 
Status: This bill was substantially amended to address an unrelated issue: Cancer 
clinical trials. 
AB-1084 (Bonilla)- Social workers: examination. 
Makes conforming changes to the examination requirements for an applicant for 
licensure as a clinical social worker, who possesses a master's degree from a school or 
department of social work, that is seeking accreditation, to allow the applicant to take the 
law and ethics examination while the applicant's school or department is a candidate for 
accreditation, as specified. 
Status: This bill was substantially amended to address an unrelated issue: charter 
schools: operation. 
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AB-1092 (Mullin)- Magnetic resonance imaging technologists. 
Establishes a registration program for magnetic resonance imaging technologists under 
the California Department of Public Health. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Appropriations 
AB-1165 (Ridley-Thomas)- Vocational nursing: secondary and post-secondary 
education. 
Authorizes the Board of Vocational Nursing and Psychiatric Technicians (BVNPT) to 
review and approve vocational nursing schools and psychiatric technician programs, 
requires schools to pay a fee to the BVNPT for the review and requires the BVNPT to 
enter into a memorandum of understanding with the Bureau for Private Postsecondary 
Education (BPPE) regarding the BVNPT's authority to review and approve schools and 
the BPPE's duty to protect the interests of students. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
AB-1253 (Steinorth)- Optometry: license: retired volunteer service designation. 
Establishes educational and training requirements for an optometrist seeking a license 
with retired volunteer service designation who has not held an active license in more than 
three years. 
Status: Chapter 125, Statutes of 2015 
AB-1306 (Burke) -Healing arts: certified nurse-midwives: scope of practice. 
Removes the physician supervision requirement for certified nurse midwives (CNMs), 
allowing CNMs to manage a full range of primary gynecological and obstetric health 
services. 
Status: Assembly - Failed 
AB-1359 (Nazarian)- Optometry: therapeutic pharmaceutical agents certification: 
requirements. 
Revises criteria for obtaining certification to administer and prescribe therapeutic 
pharmaceutical agents for licensed optometrists who graduated from an accredited 
optometry school before or after 1996. 
Status: Chapter 443, Statutes of 2015 
AB-1374 (Levine)- Psychologists: licensure. 
Revises the submission process for Verification of Experience (VOE) forms and permits 
applicants for a psychology license to submit VOE forms directly to the Board of 
Psychology; deletes the requirement that a licensed psychologist may only practice 
psychology for a fee; revises terms relative to the practice of psychology; and, makes 
other technical and clarifying amendments. 
Status: Chapter 529, Statutes of 2015 
AB-1386 (Low)- Emergency medical care: epinephrine auto-injectors. 
Permits a pharmacy to furnish epinephrine auto-injectors (EAis) to an authorized entity, 
as specified, if the EAis are furnished exclusively for use at or in connection with an 
authorized entity, as specified; an authorized health care provider provides a prescription; 
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and, the records are maintained by the authorized entity for three years. Requires the 
authorized entity to create and maintain an operations plan related to its use of EAis; 
makes other technical and clarifying amendments; and, contains specified immunity 
provisions. 
Note: This bill was double-referred to the Assembly Committee on Judiciary. 
Status: Chapter 374, Statutes of 2016 
AB-1668 (Calderon)- Investigational drugs, biological products, and devices. 
Authorizes the manufacturer of an investigational drug, biological product, or device 
(investigational drug) that is not yet approved by the United States Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) to make the investigational drug available to a patient with a 
serious or immediately life-threatening disease, when that patient has considered all other 
treatment options currently approved by the FDA, has been unable to participate in a 
relevant clinical trial, and for whom the investigational drug has been recommended by 
the patient's primary physician and a consulting physician. Specifies other criteria and 
requirements for the use of investigational drugs. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Chapter 684, Statutes of 2016 
AB-1715 (Holden)- Healing arts: behavior analysis: licensing. 
Establishes the Behavior Analyst Act, which provides for the licensure, registration, and 
regulation of behavior analysts and assistant behavior analysts, and requires the 
California Board of Psychology, until January 1, 2022, to administer and enforce the Act. 
Status: Senate - Died - Business, Professions and Economic Development 
AB-1774 (Bonilla)- Clinical laboratories: licensure. 
This bill repeals state licensure and registration requirements for clinical laboratories, 
including laboratory inspections, issuance of licenses and registration, and associated 
fees. 
Status: Assembly-Died- Appropriations 
AB-1808 (Wood)- Minors: mental health treatment or counseling services. 
Amends the definition of a "professional person" to include a marriage and family 
therapist trainee, a licensed professional clinical counselor trainee, a registered 
psychological assistant, a psychology trainee, an associate clinical social worker, or a 
social work intern while working under supervision, in order to provide specified mental 
health services to a minor 12 years of age or older under specified circumstances, and 
requires a trainee or intern to consult with his or her supervisor, as specified. 
Status: Chapter 292, Statutes of 2016 
AB-1917 (Obernolte)- Mental health care professionals: qualifications. 
Clarifies that education gained while residing outside of California should be based on 
the location of the school, instead of on the location of the individual, for applicants for 
licensure as a marriage and family therapist (LMFT) and a professional clinical counselor 
(LPCC); clarifies the coursework and practicum requirements for applicants for licensure 
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as a LPCC, and makes other technical and clarifying changes to the practicum 
requirements for out-of-state LMFT and LPCC applicants. 
Status: Chapter 70, Statutes of 2016 
AB-1950 (Maienschein)- Hearing aids: audio switch. 
Requires, commencing July 1, 2017, the Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology and 
Hearing Aid Dispensers Board to develop a consumer hearing aid disclosure that includes 
information on a telecoil, t-coil, or t-switch and further requires a licensed hearing aid 
dispenser and a licensed dispensing audiologist to provide the purchaser of a hearing aid 
with a copy of the disclosure at the time of purchase. 
Status: Senate-Died- Appropriations 
AB-1992 (Jones)- Pupil health: physical examinations. 
Authorizes a licensed doctor of chiropractic, naturopathic doctor, or nurse practitioner 
practicing in compliance with the respective laws governing the licensee's profession to 
perform a physical examination that is required for participation in an interscholastic 
athletic program, as specified. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Arts, Entertainment, 
Sports, Tourism, and Internet Media. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
AB-2024 (Wood) - Critical access hospitals: employment. 
Permits a federally certified critical access hospital to employ physicians and charge for 
professional services rendered by those physicians. 
Note: This bill was doubled referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Chapter 496, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2025 (Gonzalez)- Barbering and cosmetology: labor law education 
requirements. 
Requires the Board of Barbering and Cosmetology (BBC), to provide practitioner and 
establishment applicants with information about basic labor laws, as specified; requires 
the BBC to translate all of its written materials in English, Korean, Spanish, and 
Vietnamese; and authorizes the BBC to collect voluntary demographic information of its 
applicants for licensure and renewal. 
Status: Chapter 409, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2086 (Cooley, Mathis)- Workers' compensation: neuropsychologists. 
Provides a statutory authorization for neuropsychologists to perform the services of a 
qualified medical examiner in the workers' compensation system. 
Status: This bill was amended and re-referred to the Assembly Committee on 
Insurance. 
AB-2144 (Rodriguez) - Pharmacy: prescriptions. 
Revises the requirement that a health facility require each patient to acknowledge in 
writing that the patient has received this information and makes non-substantive changes 
to the Pharmacy Law requirements for the substitution of an alternative biological 
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product when a pharmacist is filling a prescription order for a prescribed biological 
product. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Assembly-Died -Health 
AB-2179 (Gipson)- Hepatitis C testing. 
Authorizes a hepatitis C counselor, who meets specified training requirements and works 
in specified testing sites, to perform hepatitis C virus tests classified as waived under the 
federal Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments of 1988. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Assembly-Vetoed 
AB-2190 (Salas)- Acupuncture Board: executive officer: education 
Extends the operation of the Acupuncture Board and the Board's authority to appoint an 
executive officer until January 1, 2019, establishes processes for the Board to assess the 
educational equivalency of license applicants who received their education outside the 
United States, and makes clarifying changes. 
Status: Chapter 667, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2191 (Salas)- Board of Behavioral Sciences. 
Extends the regulatory authority of the Board of Behavioral Sciences and its authority to 
appoint an executive officer until January 1, 2021. 
Status: Chapter 458, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2193 (Salas)- California Board of Podiatric Medicine: Physician Assistant 
Board: extension. 
Extends the operation of the Board of Podiatric Medicine, the operation of the Physician 
Assistant Board, and the Physician Assistant Board's authority to appoint an executive 
officer until January 1, 2021. 
Status: Chapter 459, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2194 (Salas)- California Massage Therapy Council: business of massage. 
Extends the sunset date for the California Massage Therapy Counsel (CAMTC) by four 
years; clarifies the enforcement authority of the CAMTC, as specified; prohibits a city or 
county from requiring a massage establishment to have a shower or bath; codifies intent 
language requiring local governments to impose only reasonable and necessary fees, and 
makes other technical and clarifying changes. 
Status: Chapter 411, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2195 (Bonilla)- California Massage Therapy Council: extension of sunset date. 
Extends the operation of the California Massage Therapy Council until 1, 2019, and 
deletes obsolete provisions related to the interim board. 
Status: This bill was amended to address an unrelated topic: Crimes: felony 
murder: data 
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AB-2235 (Thurmond) - Board of Dentistry: pediatric anesthesia: committee. 
Requires the Dental Board of California (DBC) to provide a report on whether current 
statutes and regulations for the administration and monitoring of pediatric anesthesia in 
dentistry provide adequate protection for pediatric dental patients; expands the definition 
of unprofessional conduct to include failure to notify the DBC about an adverse event 
relating to dental sedation; encourages DBC to support a third party public database of 
adverse events; establishes consent language for the administration of general anesthesia 
for a minor dental patient; requires the DBC to approve a form for the reporting of 
adverse event information; and authorizes a penalty for failure to report information to 
the DBC. 
Status: Chapter 519, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2331 (Dababneh) - Dentistry: applicants to practice. 
Allows an applicant to satisfy the licensure examination requirement for a dental license 
by receiving a passing score on a clinical and written examination developed by the 
American Board of Dental Examiners, Inc. (ADEX) subject to prior review and approval 
of the examination by the Office of Professional Examination Services, as provided. This 
bill would also authorize the Director of Finance to accept funds for the purposes of 
implementing the dental examination developed by the ADEX. 
Status: Chapter 572, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2372 (Burke)- Health care coverage: HIV specialists. 
Requires a health care service plan contract or health insurance policy that is issued, 
amended, or renewed on or after January 1, 2017, to include a HIV specialist, as defined, 
as an eligible primary care physician, provided that the physician meets the plan's or 
health insurer's eligibility criteria for all specialists seeking primary care physician status. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Assembly-Died- Appropriations 
AB-2385 (Jones-Sawyer)- Medical Marijuana Regulation and Safety Act: state 
licenses: Measure D. 
Prohibits a person from engaging in commercial cannabis activity without possessing 
both a state license and a local permit, license, or other authorization one year after the 
bureau posts a notice on its Internet Web site that the licensing authorities have 
commenced issuing licenses. This bill also prohibits licensing authorities from requiring 
a local license, permit, or other authorization, and requires the issuance of a state license, 
if the authorities determine, as specified, that the applicant meets all of the requirements 
of Medical Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act and specified criteria relating to Measure 
D, which was approved by the voters of the City of Los Angeles at the May 21, 2013, 
general election. This bill further provides that a license issued pursuant to the above 
provision has the same force and effect, and confers the same benefits and 
responsibilities, as licenses issued to licensees not subject to the above-described 
exception. This bill requires the exemption to the local licensing requirement provided 
by these provisions to be superseded by a subsequent initiative authorizing the City of 
Los Angeles to issue local licenses to medical marijuana businesses in the city if the 
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voters of Los Angeles approve the initiative prior to the time the State of California 
begins issuing state licenses. 
Status: Assembly-Vetoed 
AB-2437 (Ting) - Nail care establishments: training: wage violations. 
Requires on and after July 1, 2017, an establishment licensed by the Board of Barbering 
and Cosmetology (BBC) to post a model notice pertaining to workplace rights and wage 
and hour laws, developed by the Labor Commissioner, and requires the BBC to inspect 
for compliance of the posting requirement. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Labor and 
Employment. 
Status: Chapter 357, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2485 (Santiago) - Dental Corps Loan Repayment Program. 
Streamlines the California Dental Corps Loan Repayment Program, under the jurisdiction 
of the Dental Board of California, within the Department of Consumer Affairs; expands 
eligibility of applicants to the program; reschedules the timeline that loan repayments 
may be disbursed; and contains an urgency clause allowing the bill to take effect 
immediately upon enactment. 
Status: Chapter 575, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2545 (Bonta)- Medical cannabis: agreements with tribal governments. 
This bill authorizes the Governor to enter into agreements concerning medical cannabis 
with federally recognized sovereign Indian tribes, as specified, and authorizes the 
Governor to delegate to the chief of the Bureau of Medical Marijuana Regulation within 
the Department of Consumer Affairs authority to negotiate the agreements. In addition, it 
requires any such agreement to require individuals conducting medical cannabis business 
activity on tribal land to meet the state and local licensure requirements applicable in the 
jurisdiction of the local government in which the tribal land is located. 
Status: Assembly-In Committee Process- Appropriations 
AB-2592 (Cooper)- Controlled substances: medicine locking closure packages: 
grant program. 
Creates within the California Department of Public Health a pilot program that would 
award grants to eligible pharmacies for the purpose of supplying medicine locking 
closure packages to patients with prescriptions for opioids. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Assembly-Died- Appropriations 
AB-2649 (Jones)- Marriage and family therapist intern and professional clinical 
counselor intern: renaming. 
Replaces the titles "marriage and family therapist intern" or "marriage and family 
therapist registered intern" with the titles "associate marriage and family therapist" or 
"registered associate marriage and family therapist" and replaces the titles "professional 
clinical counselor intern" or "professional clinical counselor registered intern" with the 
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titles "associate professional clinical counselor" or "registered associate professional 
clinical counselor" beginning January 1, 2018. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
AB-2744 (Gordon)- Healing arts: referrals. 
Clarifies that certain types of advertising do not constitute a referral when the third party 
advertiser does not recommend, endorse, or otherwise select a healing arts licensee to 
provide the service, as specified. 
Status: Chapter 360, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2745 (Holden)- Healing arts: licensing and certification. 
This bill makes various changes to the Medical Practice Act. 
Status: Chapter 303, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2793 (Jones)- Local government: business license: massage: bowenwork. 
Excludes bowenwork from the business of massage. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
ACR-97 (Bonilla)- Medical training: osteopathic students. 
Urges both private and public medical training institutions to work toward greater 
acceptance and integration and provide equal access to training and education programs 
for both osteopathic physicians and allopathic physicians. 
Status: Chapter 189, Statutes of 2015 
ACR-131 (Patterson)- Professions and vocations: licensing fees: equity. 
Encourages the Department of Consumer Affairs and its licensing entities to create 
policies that promote fairness and equity to guarantee that each licensee pays a fair 
amount, especially in regards to initial and ongoing license fees. 
Status: Senate-Died -Appropriations 
SB-149 (Stone)- Investigational drugs, biological products, or devices: right to try. 
Sets up a legal structure whereby individuals with serious or immediately life-threatening 
conditions can gain access to investigational drugs, biological products or medical 
devices. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Assembly - Died - Appropriations 
SB-323 (Hernandez) - Nurse practitioners: scope of practice. 
Permits Nurse Practitioners (NPs) to practice, without being supervised by a physician 
and surgeon, if the NP has met specified requirements including possessing liability 
insurance and national certification. 
Status: Assembly - Died - Business and Professions 
SB-337 (Pavley)- Physician assistants. 
Authorizes a physician supervising a physician assistant (PA) to use two additional 
mechanisms for the general supervision of a P A, authorizes a physician to use one 
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additional mechanism for the supervision of a P A that administers a Schedule II 
controlled substance, and requires a P A's patient medical records to identify the P A's 
supervising physician. 
Status: Chapter 536, Statutes of 2015 
SB-361 (Hill) - Antimicrobial stewardship: education and policies. 
Requires, on or after January 1, 2018, a licensed veterinarian who renews his or her 
license to complete a minimum of one credit hour of continuing education on the use of 
medically important antimicrobial drugs, every four years, and also requires skilled 
nursing facilities to adopt and implement an antimicrobial stewardship policy by January 
1, 2017 that is consistent with new guidelines established by the federal Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention or other professional organizations. This is an urgency 
measure. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Chapter 764, Statutes of 2015 
SB-407 (Morrell) - Comprehensive Perinatal Services Program: licensed midwives. 
Makes licensed midwives eligible to be a "comprehensive perinatal provider" as used in 
the Comprehensive Perinatal Services Program (CPSP) when regulations have been 
adopted by the Medical Board of California. Authorizes a health care provider to employ 
or contract with licensed midwives for the purpose of providing comprehensive perinatal 
services in the CPSP. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Chapter 313, Statutes of 2015 
SB-408 (Morrell) - Midwife assistants. 
Establishes minimum training requirements for, and defines activities that may performed 
by, a midwife assistant. 
Status: Chapter 280, Statutes of 2015 
SB-453 (Pan) - Prisons: involuntary medication. 
Authorizes a treating psychiatrist to request the appointment of an acting psychiatrist to 
seek an order for involuntary medication of a person in order to preserve the treating 
psychiatrist's rapport with the patient or to prevent harm. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Public Safety. 
Status: Chapter 260, Statutes of 2015 
SB-464 (Hernandez)- Healing arts: self-reporting tools. 
Authorizes a physician, a registered nurse, a certified nurse-midwife, a nurse practitioner, 
a physician assistant, or a pharmacist, in accordance with existing law for each 
practitioner, to use a self-screening tool that will identify patient risk factors for the use of 
self-administered hormonal contraceptives by a patient, and, after an appropriate prior 
examination, prescribe, furnish, or dispense, as applicable, self-administered hormonal 
contraceptives to the patient. 
Status: Chapter 387, Statutes of 2015 
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SB-466 (Hill) - Nursing: Board of Registered Nursing. 
Implements the recommendations from the Board of Registered Nursing's (BRN) Sunset 
Review Oversight Hearings, including requiring the California State Auditor's Office to 
conduct a performance audit of the BRN's enforcement program and extending the BRN's 
sunset date by two years. 
Status: Chapter 489, Statutes of 2015 
SB-467 (Hill) - Professions and vocations. 
Requires the Attorney General to submit annually specified reports and information to the 
Legislature; requires the Department of Consumer Affairs to implement "Complaint 
Prioritization Guidelines," as specified; and extends the California Accountancy Board 
and the Contractors State License Board until January 1, 2020. 
Status: Chapter 656, Statutes of 2015 
SB-479 (Bates)- Healing arts: behavior analysis: licensing. 
Establishes the Behavior Analyst Act (Act), which provides for the licensure, registration 
and regulation of behavior analysts and assistant behavior analysts, and requires the 
California Board of Psychology, until January 1, 2021, to administer and enforce the Act. 
Status: Assembly - Died -Appropriations 
SB-482 (Lara) - Controlled substances: CURES database. 
This bill requires a health care provider authorized to prescribe, order, administer, or 
furnish a controlled substance to consult the Controlled Substances Utilization Review 
and Evaluation System (CURES) prior to prescribing a Schedule II, III or IV drug to a 
patient for the first and at least once every four months thereafter if the substance remains 
part of the treatment of the patient. The bill provides exemptions for consulting the 
system including while a patient is admitted to a certain type of facility, if a patient 
receives a non-refillable five-day supply or less prescription in conjunction with a 
surgery, and in the event of a technological failure or inability to access the CURES 
system. The bill also specifies that regulatory boards under the DCA that oversee 
practitioners who do not prescribe, order, administer, furnish, or dispense controlled 
substances shall not have access to CURES and health care providers may share CURES 
data with the patient the provider receives information from the system about. 
Status: Chapter 708, Statutes of 2016 
SB-525 (Nielsen) - Respiratory care practice. 
Clarifies and updates the Respiratory Care Act to conform to current practices, adding 
that respiratory care includes the administration of medical gases and pharmacological 
agents, life support and education, among other functions. 
Status: Chapter 247, Statutes of 2015 
SB-531 (Bates) - Board of Behavioral Sciences. 
Authorizes the Board of Behavioral Sciences (BBS) to deny without a hearing a request 
to petition for termination of probation of a modification of penalty for specific reasons, 
and permits the BBS to continue disciplinary proceedings regardless of the licensee's 
status. 
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Status: Chapter 261, Statutes of 2015 
SB-538 (Hueso)- Naturopathic doctors. 
Authorizes Naturopathic Doctors (NOs) to prescribe specified prescription drugs 
independently of physician supervision after 12 months of physician supervision, unless 
an ND meets specified exemption requirements to prescribe independently without 
meeting the 12 month supervision requirement 
Status: Assembly-Died 
SB-590 (Stone) - Pharmacy: intern pharmacists. 
Authorizes the Board of Pharmacy to deem those who graduate after January 1, 2016, 
from a college or school of pharmacy, as specified, as having satisfied pharmacy practice 
experience requirements. 
Status: Chapter 147, Statutes of 2015 
SB-620 (Block) - Board of Behavioral Sciences: licensure requirements. 
Revises the supervised experience hour requirements for licensed marriage and family 
therapists and licensed professional clinical counselors, and revises experience hour 
requirements for licensed clinical social workers. 
Status: Chapter 262, Statutes of 2015 
SB-622 (Hernandez)- Optometry. 
Expands the scope of practice for optometrists to include the expanded ability to order 
Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA)-waived tests, use noninvasive, 
nonsurgical technology to treat a condition authorized by the Optometric Act, perform 
laser and minor procedures and administer certain vaccines. 
Status: Assembly - Died - Business and Professions 
SB-643 (McGuire)- Medical marijuana. 
Establishes a comprehensive licensing and regulatory framework for the cultivation, 
manufacture, transportation, storage, distribution and sale of medical cannabis to be 
administered by the Bureau of Medical Marijuana Regulation within the Department of 
Consumer Affairs, Department of Food and Agriculture and Department of Public 
Health. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Chapter 719, Statutes of 2015 
SB-671 (Hill) - Pharmacy: biological product. 
Authorizes a pharmacist to substitute an alternative biological product when filling a 
prescription for a prescribed biological product under specified circumstances, and 
requires the Board of Pharmacy to maintain a link on its website to the list of 
interchangeable biological products recognized as interchangeable by the federal Food 
and Drug Administration. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Chapter 545, Statutes of 2015 
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SB-800 (Committee on Business, Professions and Economic Development)- Healing 
arts. 
Makes numerous substantive, technical and minor non-controversial changes to various 
provisions within the Business and Professions Code relating to the healing arts 
regulatory boards of the Department of Consumer Affairs. 
Status: Chapter 426, Statutes of 2015 
SB-896 (Nguyen) - Barbering and cosmetology: nail care establishments: credit and 
debit cards. 
Requires an establishment offering nail care services to accept a debit or credit card 
payment for a tip or gratuity, if the establishment accepts a debit or credit card for 
payment of nail care services, as specified. Specifically, this bill requires an 
establishment offering nail care services that accepts a debit or credit card as payment for 
nail care services to also accept a debit or credit card for payment of a tip, consistent with 
specified provisions in the Labor Code. 
Status: Senate-Vetoed 
SB-952 (Anderson) - Pharmacy technicians: licensure requirements. 
Expands the number of pharmacy technician certification programs that may be 
recognized for pharmacy technician licensure by the Board of Pharmacy. 
Status: Chapter 150, Statutes of 2016 
SB-999 (Pavley)- Health insurance: contraceptives: annual supply. 
This bill authorizes a pharmacist to dispense a 12-month supply of United States Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved, self-administered hormonal contraceptives, 
requires insurance to cover the cost, and requires the Department of Managed Health 
Care to issue all-plan letters or similar instructions to implement the provisions of this 
bill. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Chapter 499, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1039 (Hill)- Professions and vocations. 
Makes several changes to the statutes governing various boards and bureaus under the 
Department of Consumer Affairs; includes fee increases for several boards, including the 
Dental Hygiene Committee of California, the California Board of Optometry, the Board 
of Registered Nursing, the Board of Pharmacy, and the Contractors State License Board; 
and eliminates the Telephone Medical Advice Services Bureau. 
Status: Chapter 799, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1044 (Nguyen)- Barbering and cosmetology. 
Requires the Board of Barbering and Cosmetology (BBC) to determine through 
regulations when a fine can be assessed to an establishment owner and a licensee for the 
same violation, and authorizes the BBC to establish a payment plan for citations that 
exceed $500. 
Status: Chapter 233, Statutes of 2016 
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SB-1125 (Nguyen)- Employment relations: nail care salons: labor law compliance. 
Requires an applicant for an establishment license that provides or plans to provide nail 
care services, to include a signed acknowledgement that the applicant understands their 
responsibility to comply with any applicable state labor laws and comply with the 
informational materials specified by the Board of Barbering and Cosmetology, pertaining 
to basic labor laws. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
SB-1155 (Morrell) - Professions and vocations: licenses: military service. 
Requires, on or after January l, 2018, every board under the Department of Consumer 
Affairs to waive initial license fees for veterans. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Veterans Affairs. 
Status: Assembly-In Committee Process- Appropriations 
SB-1174 (Medi-Cal)- children: prescribing patterns: psychotropic medications. 
This bill adds the following causes of action to the Medical Board of California's (MBC) 
list of priority cases for investigation and prosecution: "repeated acts of clearly excessive 
prescribing, furnishing, or administering psychotropic medications to a minor without a 
good faith prior examination of the patient and medical reason." This bill requires the 
Department of Health Care Services to provide data to MBC on psychotropic medications 
prescribed to foster youth and requires the MBC to analyze prescribing patterns to foster 
youth. 
Status: Chapter 840, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1177 (Galgiani)- Physician and Surgeon Health and Wellness Program. 
This bill authorizes the Medical Board of California (MBC) to establish a Physician and 
Surgeon Health and W ellness Program (PHWP) for the early identification and 
appropriate interventions to support a licensee in his or her rehabilitation from substance 
abuse and authorizes the MBC to contract with an independent entity to administer the 
PHWP. This bill further specifies that physicians who enroll in the PHWP are not able to 
avoid enforcement action for substance abuse related offenses by allowing confidentiality 
of self-referrals to be breached if an investigation of a substance abuse offense occurs 
after enrollment in the Program, ensure that entity running the Program through a 
contract with the MBC is able to report the physician's name for additional offenses 
outlined in the Uniform Standards, and make further changes to ensure the PHWP 
conforms to the Uniform Standards. 
Status: Chapter 591, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1193 (Hill) - Healing arts. 
Extends the sunset date for the Board of Psychology (BOPsych) by four years, until 
January 1, 2021; amends statutes pertaining to psychological assistants; revises 
continuing education requirements; establishes policies for posting licensee information 
on the BOPsych's Web site; authorizes the BOPsych to issue a retired license; revises the 
requirements related to approved schools; and makes other technical, clarifying and 
conforming changes to the BOPsych and the psychology practice act. Extends the 
operation of the Board of Pharmacy (BOPharm) and Pharmacy Law until January 1, 
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2021, and makes various changes to the Pharmacy Law intended to improve BOPharm 
oversight of licensees involved in the acquisition, storage, distribution and dispensing of 
dangerous drugs and dangerous devices, including oversight by the BOPharm for 
outsourcing facilities; registration with the BOPharm for use of an automated delivery 
device by a pharmacy; timeline requirements for the BOPharm to approve clinic licenses; 
and various other technical changes; and makes various changes that are intended to 
improve the effectiveness of the Veterinary Medical Board (VMB) and extends the 
VMB's sunset dates, until January 1, 2021. 
Status: Chapter 484, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1261 (Stone)- Physicians and surgeons: fee exemption: residency. 
This bill removes the requirement that a physician and surgeon reside in California in 
order to receive a license fee waiver, when the license is for the sole purpose of providing 
voluntary and unpaid services. 
Status: Chapter 239, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1348 (Cannella)- Licensure applications: military experience. 
Requires boards under the Department of Consumer Affairs that authorize veterans to 
apply military experience and training towards licensure requirements to post information 
on the board's website about applying military experience and training towards licensure 
requirements. 
Status: Chapter 174, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1478 (Committee on Business, Professions and Economic Development)-
Healing arts. 
Makes numerous minor, technical, or non-substantive changes to various provisions 
pertaining to the health-related regulatory boards of the Department of Consumer Affairs. 
Status: Chapter 489, Statutes of 2016 
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Non-Health Licensing and Regulation 
AB-26 (Jones-Sawyer)- Medical cannabis. 
Establishes a licensing and regulatory framework for the cultivation, processing, 
transportation, testing, recommendation and sale of medical marijuana to be administered 
by the Division of Medical Cannabis Regulation and Enforcement within the Department 
of Alcoholic Beverage Control. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Health. 
Status: Assembly - In Committee Process - Business and Professions 
AB-161 (Chau)- Athletic trainers. 
Establishes certification and training requirements for athletic trainers and prohibits 
individuals from calling themselves athletic trainers unless they meet those specified 
requirements. 
Status: Assembly - Vetoed 
AB-177 (Bonilla)- Professions and vocations: licensing boards. 
Extends the sunset dates for the Board for Professional Engineers, Land Surveyors and 
Geologists, the California Architects Board and the Landscape Architects Technical 
Committee until January 1, 2020, and make other related changes. 
Status: Chapter 428, Statutes of 2015 
AB-180 (Bonilla)- Cemetery and Funeral Bureau. 
Merges the Funeral Directors and Embalmers Law and the Cemetery Act into one 
Cemetery and Funeral Act and merges the State Funeral Directors and Embalmers Fund 
and the Cemetery Fund into the combined Cemetery and Funeral Fund, and further 
requires the Cemetery and Funeral Bureau to report to the appropriate policy committees 
of the Legislature, before January 1, 2020 and conduct a review of endowment care fund 
requirements by January 1, 2018. 
Status: Chapter 395, Statutes of 2015 
AB-181 (Bonilla)- Professions and vocations. 
Extends the regulatory authority for the Board of Barbering and Cosmetology (BBC) 
until January 1, 2020; requires the BBC to conduct a review of its current 1,600-hour 
curriculum requirements for the cosmetologist license; requires the BBC to adopt a 
protocol for its inspector program; requires the BBC to establish a Health and Safety 
Advisory Committee; requires the BBC to issue regulations regarding a personal service 
permit and makes numerous other minor and technical changes to delete obsolete code 
sections and references. In addition, this bill makes numerous substantive, technical and 
non-controversial changes to various provisions of the non-healing arts boards regulated 
by the Department of Consumer Affairs. 
Status: Chapter 430, Statutes of 2015 
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AB-236 (Lackey)- Weighmasters: exemptions: pawnbrokers and secondhand 
dealers. 
Adds pawnbrokers and secondhand dealers to the list of persons who are not 
weighmasters and makes other technical changes. 
Status: Chapter 103, Statutes of 2015 
AB-281 (Gallagher)- Collateral recovery. 
Establishes, on or after July 1, 2017, a Collateral Recovery Disciplinary Review 
Committee to review a licensee's contestation of an administrative fine or an applicant's 
license denial, and makes a number of other changes to the Collateral Recovery Act 
related to licensed repossession agencies. 
Status: Chapter 740, Statutes of 2015 
AB-320 (Wood)- Engineers. 
Adds the title "environmental engineer" to the list of professional engineers currently 
given title act protection, and prevents a person from using that title unless licensed by 
the Board for Professional Engineers, Land Surveyors and Geologists. 
Status: Senate - Died - Appropriations 
AB-345 (Frazier)- Real estate licensees: continuing education requirements. 
Requires a real estate broker, as part of his or her 45 hours of continuing education, to 
complete a 3-hour course in the management of real estate offices and supervision of 
licensed activities. 
Status: Chapter 68, Statutes of 2015 
AB-507 (Olsen) · Department of Consumer Affairs: BreEZe system: annual report. 
Requires the Department of Consumer Affairs to submit an annual report to the 
Legislature and the Department of Finance that includes an implementation plan for 
phase three of the "BreEZe" computer system. 
Status: Senate - In Committee Process - Business, Professions and Economic 
Development 
AB-607 (Dodd)- Real estate trust fund accounts: bond requirement. 
Authorizes real estate brokers to employ certain persons to manage real estate broker 
trust fund accounts, including non-real estate licensees, if the broker has fidelity bond 
coverage for the maximum amount of the trust fund account to which the employee has 
access to at any time. Authorizes the fidelity bond to have a deductible of up to 5% if the 
broker has evidence of financial responsibility that is sufficient to protect members of the 
public against a loss subject to the deductible amount. 
Status: Chapter 216, Statutes of 2015 
AB-624 (Wilk) - Real estate appraisers: standards of conduct. 
Authorizes licensed real estate appraisers to use a standard of valuation practice approved 
by the Bureau of Real Estate Appraisers for performing non-federally related appraisal 
activities. 
Status: Senate - Died - Appropriations 
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AB-685 (Irwin) - Real estate: licensees. 
Makes several changes to the conditions under which the Bureau of Real Estate may 
deny, suspend, or revoke a real estate license and requires a licensee to report the 
bringing of a criminal complaint charging a felony against the licensee. 
Status: Chapter 177, Statutes of 2016 
AB-750 (Low)- Business and professions: retired category: licenses. 
Authorizes a board, bureau, commission or program within the Department of Consumer 
Affairs to establish, by regulation, a system for a retired category of licensure for persons 
who are not actively engaged in the practice of their profession or vocation. 
Status: Assembly - Died - Appropriations 
AB-804 (Roger Hernandez) - Shorthand reporters: continuing education 
requirements. 
Requires the Court Reporters Board of California to establish continuing education 
requirements for renewal of a shorthand reporter certificate. 
Status: Assembly - Vetoed 
AB-836 (Rendon, Low)- Tour guides: regulation. 
Creates a voluntary certification program for tour guides under the California Travel and 
Tourism Commission, and requires tour guides providing tours to multiple sites in 
California to have adequate training and knowledge and pass a criminal background 
check. Requires the Commission to provide a list of certified tour guides to individuals 
seeking to hire a tour guide in California upon request. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Arts, Entertainment, 
Sports, Tourism, and Internet Media. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Appropriations 
AB-873 (Jones)- Automotive repair. 
Repeals, effective January 1, 2017, the definitions used for purposes of the Automotive 
Repair Act and recasts them with specified changes, and directs the Director of the 
Department of Consumer Affairs to adopt regulations defining "minor services." 
Status: Chapter 849, Statutes of 2016 
AB-921 (Jones)- Private investigators: Disciplinary Review Committee. 
Establishes a Private Investigator Disciplinary Review Committee, to which a licensed 
private investigator under the Bureau of Security and Investigative Services may appeal 
the assessment of an administrative fine and the denial of a license, authorizes the 
inclusion of an applicant's email address in an application and authorizes an applicant for 
a private investigator license to earn experience under a qualified manager. 
Status: Chapter 635, Statutes of 2015 
AB-1042 (Cooper)- Proprietary security services. 
Expands the definition of a proprietary private security officer (PPSO) by requiring only 
one of the two specified criteria to be met; defines the term "security services"; exempts 
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persons employed by a retail merchandise store or an entertainment or sports venue from 
the Proprietary Private Security Act; and changes the weekly pay schedule for a PPSO 
employed by a temporary services employer. 
Status: Assembly - Vetoed 
AB-1060 (Bonilla)- Professions and vocations: licensure. 
Clarifies that a board or bureau under the Department of Consumer Affairs must provide 
specified information when a license is suspended or revoked to an ex-licensee through 
first-class mail and by email if a board or bureau has an email address on file for the ex-
licensee. 
Status: This bill was substantially amended to address an unrelated issue: Cancer 
clinical trials 
AB-1107 (Irwin)- Sellers of travel: regulation. 
Authorizes electronic billing of a seller of travel (SOT) by the Travel Consumer 
Restitution Corporation; requires that the SOT retain business records for at least three 
years for auditing purposes; and provides for cost recovery for the Attorney General's 
office when a violation is found during an audit of business records. 
Status: Chapter 253, Statutes of 2015 
AB-1174 (Bonilla)- Automotive Repair Act: violations: regulations: reports. 
Requires the Bureau of Automotive Repair (BAR) to adopt regulations regarding its 
policies and procedures for handling specified enforcement actions, as specified, requires 
the BAR to track and retain data on every method of resolution, and requires the BAR to 
submit a report that details the BAR's resolution efforts to the Legislature by January 1, 
2018, and annually thereafter, as specified. 
Status: Assembly-Vetoed 
AB-1208 (Frazier)- Specialty contractors: automatic fire extinguisher systems: 
license exemption. 
Exempts a specialty contractor from the prohibition on engaging in the business of 
servicing or testing automatic fire extinguishing systems without a license from the State 
Fire Marshal, and amends the definition of specialty contractor to include a contractor 
whose operations include the business of servicing or testing fire extinguishing systems. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
AB-1279 (Holden)- Music therapy. 
Establishes the Music Therapy Act and provides that only a qualified individual may call 
himself or herself a "Board Certified Music Therapist." 
Status: Assembly - Vetoed 
AB-1381 (Weber)- Professions and vocations: real estate appraisers: real estate 
brokers. 
Requires the Bureau of Real Estate Appraisers to provide information on the Internet 
regarding continuing education courses taken by a licensee, in addition to other specified 
reporting requirements pursuant to the California Public Records Act. 
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Status: Chapter 854, Statutes of 2016 
AB-1396 (Bonta)- Public health finance. 
Ensures that the provisions of SB 591 (Pan) of 2015, the California Tobacco Tax Act of 
2015, go into immediate effect upon enactment. This is an urgency measure. 
Note: This bill was referred to the Assembly Committee on Business and Professions per 
rule 77.2. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
AB-1650 (Frazier)- Real estate licensees: advertisements. 
Requires disclosure of the real estate licensee's name, license number, and responsible 
broker's identity on solicitation materials; broadens the scope of solicitation materials; 
and makes other technical or clarifying amendments. 
Status: Chapter 142, Statutes of 2016 
AB-1793 (Holden)- Contractors: license requirements: recovery actions. 
Requires a court to find that a contractor is in substantial compliance with licensure 
requirements if prescribed evidentiary standards are met. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Judiciary. 
Status: Chapter 244, Statutes of 2016 
AB-1807 (Bonta)- Real estate licensees. 
Allows a licensee of the Bureau of Real Estate (Bureau) to petition the Real Estate 
Commissioner to remove his or her notice of disciplinary action from the Bureau's 
Internet Web site because the information is no longer necessary to prevent a credible 
risk to the public. 
Status: Chapter 558, Statutes of 2016 
AB-1859 (Gallagher)- Collateral recovery: release of vehicle. 
Makes clarifying changes to the Collateral Recovery Act and amends the experience 
requirements for a repossessor's license. 
Status: Chapter 509, Statutes of 2016 
AB-1874 (Wood)- Structural pest control. 
Requires a licensed "qualifying manager" to be physically present at the licensee's 
principal office or branch office location for a minimum of nine days every three 
consecutive calendar months, and requires that the hours be documented and provided to 
the Structural Pest Control Board upon request. 
Status: Chapter 181, Statutes of 2016 
AB-1939 (Patterson)- Licensing requirements. 
Requires the Legislative Analyst's Office to conduct a study on whether there are 
unnecessary occupational licensing requirements that produce a barrier to labor entry or 
labor mobility, with a focus on dislocated workers, service members, and military 
spouses, and submit a report to the Legislature and the Department of Consumer Affairs 
by July 1, 2017. 
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Status: Assembly - Died - Appropriations 
AB-2192 (Salas)- Court Reporters Board of California: Shorthand reporters fees: 
Transcript Reimbursement Fund. 
Extends to January 1, 2020, the provisions establishing the Court Reporters Board 
(CRB), its executive officer, the Transcript Reimbursement Fund (TRF), and raises the 
statutory fee limit for the license renewal fee, as recommended by the legislative sunset 
review committee. This bill also requires the CRB to report, by November 1, 2018, on 
the fund condition, among other things, of the TRF and the Court Reporter Fund. 
Status: Chapter 567, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2286 (Mullin) - Contractors: home improvement salespersons. 
Increases the fee cap for the Contractors State Licensing Board (CSLB) fee schedule, 
authorizes a fee for making changes to the personnel associated with a license, and 
provides the CSLB the authority to adopt regulations to provide for expedited processing 
of license applications. 
Status: Senate-Died - Business, Professions and Economic Development 
AB-2330 (Ridley-Thomas)- Real estate licensees. 
Requires, beginning January 1, 2018, the Real Estate Commissioner (Commissioner) to 
disclose on the Bureau of Real Estate's (BRE) Web site for every licensee, whether that 
licensee is an associate licensee, requires the Commissioner to identify, if the associate 
licensee is also a broker, every responsible broker with whom the associate licensee is 
contractually associated, and further requires the responsible broker to report the 
employment relationship between himself or herself and the associate licensee to the 
BRE. 
Status: Chapter 614, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2397 (Rodriguez)- Real estate brokers: licensure requirements: exemption. 
Exempts from real estate license requirements specified acts if performed by any agent, 
employee, or independent contractor of an individual, entity that provides housing 
services and the individual or entity's sole activities related to real estate involve 
ownership or management of residential property owned or controlled by the individual 
or entity, and would prohibit this exemption from applying under specified 
circumstances. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
AB-2486 (Baker)- Contractors' State License Board: license search by location. 
Requires the Contractors State License Board, by January 1, 2019, to update its Web site 
to allow consumers to search for a licensed contractor by zip code or geographic locator. 
Status: Chapter 270, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2529 (Linder)- Structural pest control. 
Provides that a company registered to perform structural pest control that hires or 
employs unlicensed individuals to perform work on contracts or service agreements, may 
do so for Branches 1, 2, or 3, as specified, and specifies situations in which a county 
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agricultural commissioner may take disciplinary action against an employer for failing to 
wear personal protective equipment. 
Status: Chapter 359, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2560 (Obernolte)- Accountants: practice privileges: out-of-state individuals. 
Authorizes the California Board of Accountancy (CBA) to promulgate emergency 
regulations if the CBA determines, under the current Practice Privilege Program, that 
allowing individuals from a substantially similar state to practice in California violates its 
duty to protect consumers. 
Status: Chapter 302, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2632 (Olsen) - Private Investigators: experience for licensure. 
Includes, for experience required to qualify for the private investigators licensure 
examination, work as an investigative reporter whose experience is comprised of primary 
investigations, as defined, and who meet additional specified requirements. 
Status: Chapter 333, Statutes of 2016 
AB-2764 (Williams and Bonilla)- Appraisal management companies: registration. 
Requires applications for a certificate of registration as an appraisal management 
company to include an email address of the person or entity seeking registration, among 
other minimum requirements. 
Status: This bill was substantially amended to address an unrelated topic: health 
care coverage: mammography 
AB-2790 (Nazarian) - Taxicab drivers: Taxicab Commission: state licensure 
requirement. 
Requires the California Research Bureau conduct a study, on or before September 1, 
2017, on the necessity and feasibility of licensure for taxicab drivers. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Transportation. 
Status: This bill was amended to address an unrelated topic: State Capitol Historic 
Region: international genocide memorial 
AB-2859 (Low)- Professions and vocations: retired category: licenses. 
Authorizes any of the boards, within the Department of Consumer Affairs to establish, by 
regulation, a system for a retired category of licensure for persons not actively engaged in 
the practice of their profession, as specified. 
Status: Chapter 473, Statutes of 2016 
SB-146 (Galgiani)- Real estate licensees: fictitious business names: team names. 
Clarifies existing law on real estate "team names" and "fictitious business names" (FBN), 
and narrows the definition of an FBN's "responsible broker's identity" to the name used 
by the responsible broker to operate or conduct business in general for the real estate 
firm. This is an urgency measure. 
Status: Chapter 129, Statutes of 2015 
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SB-270 (Mendoza) - Shorthand reporting services. 
Provides the Court Reporters Board with broad powers of enforcement, as specified, over 
foreign or domestic corporations that offer or arrange for shorthand reporting services, as 
specified, in California, and clarifies that the provisions of this bill do not regulate the 
setting of negotiated transcript fees and reasonable fees for non-contracting parties. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Judiciary. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
SB-465 (Hill, Hancock) - Building construction: contractors: discipline: reporting: 
building standards. 
Permits the Contractors State Licensing Board (CSLB) to enter into an interagency 
agreement with state or local agencies to ensure that the CSLB receives specified 
disciplinary information relating to a contractor in a timely manner; requires a licensee to 
report to the CSLB the occurrence of any conviction of any felony or crime, as specified; 
requires the California Building Standards Commission to convene a specified working 
group and recommend any statutory changes or changes to the California Building 
Standards Code; requires the Division of Occupational Safety and Health, after 
consultation with the CSLB, to transmit to the CSLB copies of any citations or other 
actions taken by the division against a contractor, as defined; and requires the CSLB to 
report the results of a study to determine if the CSLB's ability to protect the public would 
be enhanced by specified regulations. 
Status: Chapter 372, Statutes of 2016 
SB-467 (Hill)- Professions and vocations. 
Requires the Attorney General (AG) to submit annually specified reports and information 
to the Legislature; requires the Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA) to implement 
"Complaint Prioritization Guidelines," as specified; and extends the California 
Accountancy Board (CBA) and the Contractors State License Board (CSLB) until 
January 1, 2020. 
Status: Chapter 656, Statutes of 2015 
SB-468 (Hill) - Bureau of Security and Investigative Services: licensees. 
Subjects the Bureau of Security and Investigative Services to review by the appropriate 
committees of the Legislature as if its governing statutes were scheduled for repeal on 
January 1, 2020, and makes changes to the Alarm Company Act, Locksmith Act, Private 
Investigator Act, Private Security Services Act, Proprietary Security Services Act and 
Collateral Recovery Act. 
Status: This bill was substantially amended to address an unrelated issue: Health 
care districts: design-build 
SB-469 (Hill) - State Athletic Commission. 
Extends the operation of the California State Athletic Commission (CSAC) until January 
1, 2020; implements the CSAC's sunset review oversight hearing recommendations, 
including authority for drug testing and fines and to recover arbitration costs; and makes 
other technical and clarifying changes. 
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Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Arts, Entertainment, 
Sports, Tourism, and Internet Media. 
Status: Chapter 316, Statutes of 2015 
SB-560 (Monning) - Contractors. 
Requires a licensing board, including the State Bar and the Bureau of Real Estate, to 
provide personal information regarding licensees to the Employment Development 
Department upon request and authorizes the Contractors State License Board's 
enforcement representatives to issue a written notice to appear before a court to 
unlicensed individuals who fail to secure workers' compensation insurance. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Insurance. 
Status: Chapter 389, Statutes of 2015 
SB-561 (Monning) - Contractors: home improvement salespersons. 
Eliminates the requirement that a home improvement salesperson (HIS) register 
separately with the Contractors State License Board for each home improvement 
contractor he or she works for, and instead allows an HIS to utilize a single registration 
with one or more licensed contractors. 
Status: Chapter 281, Statutes of 2015 
SB-710 (Galgiani) - Real estate licensees: fictitious business names: team names. 
Corrects a drafting error that requires the listing of a company name and a responsible 
broker's license number on all team advertising which requires only one or the other to 
be listed and contains an urgency clause allowing the bill to take effect immediately upon 
enactment. 
Status: Chapter 224, Statutes of 2016 
SB-778 (Allen) - Automotive repair: oil changes: notification to customers. 
Requires an automotive repair dealer (ARD) who performs oil change services to use the 
manufacturer's published oil drain schedule, except as specified, when recommending an 
oil change to a customer; establishes a new registration type under the Bureau of 
Automotive Repair for automotive maintenance providers (AMPs); subjects AMPs to the 
oil changing requirements and other select ARD requirements, as specified; and makes 
other conforming changes. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Privacy and 
Consumer Protection. 
Status: Senate-Vetoed 
SB-799 (Committee on Business, Professions and Economic Development)-
Business and Professions. 
Makes numerous substantive, technical and minor non-controversial changes to various 
provisions of the non-healing arts boards regulated by the Department of Consumer 
Affairs. 
Status: This bill was substantially amended to address an unrelated issue: School 
finance: school districts: annual budgets: reserve balance 
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SB-1039 (Hill)- Professions and vocations. 
Makes several changes to the statutes governing various boards and bureaus under the 
Department of Consumer Affairs; includes fee increases for several boards, including the 
Dental Hygiene Committee of California, the California Board of Optometry, the Board 
of Registered Nursing, the Board of Pharmacy, and the Contractors State License Board; 
and eliminates the Telephone Medical Advice Services Bureau. 
Status: Chapter 799, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1046 (Hill)- Driving under the influence: ignition interlock device. 
Requires a driving under the influence offender to install an ignition interlock device on 
his or her vehicle for a specified period of time in order to get a restricted license or to 
reinstate his or her license and to remove the required suspension time before a person 
can get a restricted license. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Transportation 
Status: Chapter 783, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1085 (Roth)- Professional engineers: geologists: land surveyors. 
Requires the Board for Professional Engineers, Land Surveyors, and Geologists to 
administer an assessment to licensees covering relevant state laws and regulations, as 
specified, and redefines the examination for licensure as a geophysicist as a two-part test 
with a separate state law and regulation component. 
Status: Chapter 629, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1132 (Galgiani)- Architects: architects-in-training. 
Permits a person to use the title "architect-in-training" while enrolled in the Architectural 
Experience Program, which is administered by the National Council of Architectural 
Registration Boards. 
Status: Senate-Vetoed 
SB-1155 (Morrell) - Professions and vocations: licenses: military service. 
Requires, on or after January 1, 2018, every board under the Department of Consumer 
Affairs to waive initial license fees for veterans. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Veterans Affairs. 
Status: Assembly-Died- Appropriations 
SB-1165 (Cannella)- Engineers, geologists, geophysicists, and land surveyors. 
Extends the delinquent license reinstatement timeframe of a professional engineer and 
land surveyor's license from three to five years after the expiration of the license; 
prohibits the renewal, restoration, reinstatement, or reissuance of a professional engineer 
and land surveyor's license after the five-year delinquent licensee reinstatement 
timeframe; requires professional geologists and geophysicists to both sign and seal their 
final work product documents; requires professional geologists and geophysicists to 
obtain a seal; provides that the renewal fee for engineering and land surveyor licenses be 
no greater than $400; and contains other provisions. 
Status: Chapter 236, Statutes of 2016 
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SB-1196 (Hill)- Professions and vocations: Bureau of Real Estate, Bureau of Real 
Estate Appraisers, and Bureau of Security and Investigative Services. 
Subjects the Bureau of Security and Investigative Services (BSIS) to review by the 
appropriate committees of the Legislature, and makes various changes to provisions in 
the Alarm Company Act, Locksmith Act, Private Investigator Act, Private Security 
Services Act, Proprietary Security Services Act, and Collateral Recovery Act to improve 
the oversight, enforcement and regulation by the BSIS of licensees under each Act; adds 
a sunset review date for the Bureau of Real Estate (BRE) and Bureau of Real Estate 
Appraisers (BREA), and makes various changes to provisions in the Real Estate Law and 
the Real Estate Appraisers' Licensing and Certification Law to improve the oversight, 
enforcement and regulation by the BRE and BREA, and makes other technical changes. 
Status: Chapter 800, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1209 (Morrell)- Contractors: discipline. 
Provides that citations issued against a licensed contractor follow the contractor if he or 
she is issued another license and authorizes the disclosure of these citations within 
existing disclosure timeframes. 
Status: Chapter 152, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1331 (Pavley)- State Board of Guide Dogs for the Blind: membership: out-of-
state schools: followup services. 
Allows out-of-state personnel to provide follow-up services in California without a 
license, under specified conditions; revises the composition of the State Board of the 
Guide Dogs for the Blind (Board) to include three, instead of two, representatives of the 
legally blind or visually impaired community; and requires the Board to create a factsheet 
that provides specified information about the Board which must be made available to 
each licensed school to provide to every student receiving training from that school. 
Status: Chapter 595, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1348 (Cannella)- Licensure applications: military experience. 
Requires boards under the Department of Consumer Affairs that authorize veterans to 
apply military experience and training towards licensure requirements to post information 
on the board's website about applying military experience and training towards licensure 
requirements. 
Status: Chapter 174, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1479 (Committee on Business, Professions and Economic Development)-
Business and professions. 
Makes several changes that are non-controversial, minor, non-substantive, or technical to 
various provisions within the Business and Professions Code relating to the non-healing 
arts regulatory entities under the Department of Consumer Affairs and one non-
substantive change to the California Tourism Marketing Act. 




AB-1396 (Bonta)- Public health finance. 
Allocates the revenues generated by SB 591 (Pan) of the current legislative session, the 
California Tobacco Tax Act of 2015 (Tobacco Tax Act), to various state funds, as 
specified. Makes the enactment of this bill contingent upon enactment of SB 591. 
Contains an urgency clause to ensure that the provisions of this bill go into immediate 
effect upon enactment. 
Note: This bill was referred to the Assembly Committee on Business and Professions per 
rule 77.2. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
AB-1835 (Holden)- California Private Postsecondary Education Act of 2009: 
minimum operating standards: exemptions. 
Exempts institutions who are approved by the Bureau of Private Postsecondary 
Education, and who grant doctoral degrees in psychoanalysis, from accreditation by an 
accrediting agency recognized by the United States Department of Education. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Higher Education. 
Status: Assembly-Vetoed 
AB-1916 (Irwin)- Private postsecondary education: school closure bonds. 
Requires private postsecondary institutions to file a surety bond before January 1, 2019, 
with the Bureau of Private Postsecondary Education (BPPE) equal to a reasonable 
estimate of the maximum amount of tuition and fees imposed on students of the 
institution for a period of attendance, as specified; and further requires the BPPE, upon 
request of student claims, to make a demand on the bond to refund the costs of tuition and 
fees, conduct outreach and education with respect to educational and financial relief, 
manage student transcripts and records, and administer the Student Tuition Recovery 
Fund. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Higher Education. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
AB-2581 (Medina) - Higher education: campus closures: Corinthian Colleges, Inc. 
Provides financial and other assistance to students of Heald, Everest, and WyoTech 
campus in California, which were owned by Corinthian Colleges, Inc. (CCI) and closed 
unlawfully on April27, 2015 and contains an urgency clause allowing the bill to take 
effect immediately upon enactment. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Higher Education. 
Status: Senate- Died - Business, Professions and Economic Development 
AB-2638 (Gatto)- Public health: vaccinations. 
Specifies that a licensed physician is not subject to discipline or liability for writing a 
statement to the effect that immunization is not considered safe for a particular child, in 
which case that child shall be exempt from specified immunization requirements, as 
specified. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Judiciary. 
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Status: This bill was amended to address an unrelated topic: Government finance: 
investment 
AB-2701 (Jones)- Department of Consumer Affairs: boards: training requirements. 
Adds a specification that the Department of Consumer Affairs' (DCA) new board 
member training is to include information about the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act, 
the Administrative Procedure Act, the Office of Administrative Law, and the DCA's 
conflict of interest code, as specified. 
Status: Assembly-Died- Business and Professions 
SB-66 (Leyva, McGuire)- Career technical education. 
Specifies that the performance accountability outcome measures implemented by the 
Chancellor of the California Community Colleges (CCC) for the Economic and 
Workforce Development program should align with the outcome measures for the federal 
Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act and authorizes the Department of Consumer 
Affairs to make specified licensure information available to the chancellor for purposes 
of evaluating outcomes for students who participate in CCC career technical education 
programs. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Higher Education. 
Status: Chapter 770, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1192 (Hill)- Private postsecondary education: California Private Postsecondary 
Education Act of 2009. 
Extends the sunset date of and provides for various changes to the California Private 
Postsecondary Education Act of 2009 (Act) and the oversight of the Act provided by the 
Bureau for Private Postsecondary Education. 
Note: This bill was double referred to the Assembly Committee on Higher Education. 
Status: Chapter 593, Statutes of 2016 
SB-1194 (Hill)- Professions and vocations: board actions and regulations. 
Authorizes the director of the Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA) to review, veto, or 
modify actions and decisions of DCA boards to ensure such actions or decisions conform 
with public policy, and specifies settlement authority for treble damages, as specified. 
Status: Assembly-Died - Business and Professions 
*** 
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APPENDIX A-1: ASSEMBLY BILLS BY BILL NUMBER 
!Lead Author ~ill Subject !status 
~B-26 ~ones-Sawyer Medical cannabis. Senate-Died- Rules 
~B-34 Cooley, Bonta, [Medical cannabis regulation and Assembly-Died-
~ones-Sawyer enforcement. Appropriations 
~B-159 Calderon ~nvestigational drugs, biological Assembly-Vetoed 
!Products, and devices. 
~B-161 Chau ~thletic trainers. Assembly-Vetoed 
~B-177 ~onilla !Professions and vocations: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~icensing boards: authority: 
~xtension. 
~B-178 !Bonilla [Board of Vocational Nursing and Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Psychiatric Technicians of the 
!state of California. 
AB-179 ~onilla !Healing arts. !secretary of State-Chaptered 
AB-180 !Bonilla Cemetery and Funeral Bureau. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
AB-181 Bonilla Professions and vocations: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
barbering and cosmetology. 
AB-236 !Lackey Weighmasters: exemptions: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
pawnbrokers and secondhand 
dealers. 
~B-250 Pbernolte Telehealth: marriage and family Secretary of State-Chaptered 
therapist interns and trainees. 
~B-266 Bonta, Cooley, Medical marijuana. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Jones-Sawyer, 
Lackey, Wood 
~B-281 Gallagher Collateral recovery. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~B-282 Eggman Corded window coverings. !senate-Died- Business, 
!Professions and Economic 
!Development 
i\.B-316 Maienschein Veterinarians. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
AB-317 Maienschein Veterinary medicine: temporary ~ssembly-Vetoed 
shelter facility. 
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AB-320 Wood Engineers. Senate-Died - Appropriations 
AB-333 Melendez Healing arts: continuing ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
education. 
AB-345 Frazier Real estate licensees: continuing Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~ducation requirements. 
AB-483 Patterson !Healing arts: initial license fees: Assembly-Vetoed 
~roration. 
AB-486 Bonilla Centralized hospital packaging Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~harmacies: medication labels. 
IAB-502 Chau !Dental hygiene. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
IAB-507 Olsen !Department of Consumer Senate-Died- Business, 
!Affairs: BreEZe system: annual :Professions and Economic 
!report. !Development 
IAB-525 Holden, Atkins, !Franchise relations: renewal and Secretary of State-Chaptered 
fDodd, Wilk ~ermination. 
IAB-576 lfing California Building Standards ~enate-Died- Transportation 
Commission: advisory panels. and Housing 
IAB-595 1\.lejo !Forfeiture. !Assembly-Died- Public 
~afety 
IAB-599 Bonilla Clinical laboratories: ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
cytotechnologists. 
IAB-607 fDodd Real estate trust fund accounts: ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
bond requirement. 
l-\B-611 Dahle Controlled substances: !Assembly-Died - Business and 
prescriptions: reporting. ~rofessions 
f/\B-623 :Wood Abuse-deterrent opioid analgesic Assembly-Died-
drng products. Appropriations 
AB-624 M'ilk Real estate appraisers: standards Senate-Died - Appropriations 
of conduct. 
AB-627 pomez Pharmacy benefit managers: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
contracting pharmacies. 
AB-632 IEggman Secondhand dealers and coin Secretary of State-Chaptered 
dealers: reporting: handheld 
electronic devices. 
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IAB-662 :Bonilla Public accommodation: disabled Secretary of State-Chaptered 
adults: changing facilities. 
IAB-684 Alejo, Bonilla Healing arts: licensees: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
disciplinary actions. 
IAB-685 ~rwin Real estate: licensees. ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
IAB-693 !Eggman, Williams Health studio services: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~ancellation. 
IAB-705 iJi:ggman !Psychologists: licensure Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~xemption. 
~B-708 Jones-Sawyer Consumer products: content Assembly-Failed 
·nformation. 
lAB-750 !Low !Business and professions: retired Assembly-Died-
~ategory: licenses. Appropriations 
AB-757 (;omez IHealing arts: clinical Assembly-Vetoed 
~aboratories. 
AB-758 Chau ~cupuncture: education and ,Assembly-Died -Business and 
~raining programs. Professions 
AB-764 Quirk Commercial parking lots: design: Assembly-Vetoed 
~nsurance discount. 
IAB-773 Baker !Psychology licensing. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
IAB-788 Chu !Prescriptions. ~ssembly-Died - Health 
IAB-789 Calderon Contact lens sellers: prohibited ~ssembly-Died -Business and 
!Practices: fines. !Professions 
IAB-796 Nazarian IHealth care coverage: autism and ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
!Pervasive developmental 
!disorders. 
AB-804 !Roger Herm1ndez ~horthand reporters: continuing !Assembly-Vetoed 
!education requirements. 
AB-808 !Ridley-Thomas !Automotive fuels and products. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
AB-836 !Rendon, Low lfour guides: regulation. Assembly-Died -
Appropriations 
IAB-848 !Mark Stone !Alcoholism and drug abuse Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~reatment facilities. 
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AB-873 ~ones Automotive repair. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
AB-880 !Ridley-Thomas Dentistry: licensure: exempt. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
AB-890 !Ridley-Thomas Anesthesiologist assistants. Assembly-Died -
!Appropriations 
AB-905 !Beth Gaines Time-shares: public report: real Secretary of State-Chaptered 
property inspection. 
IAB-921 Jones Private investigators: ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
!Disciplinary Review Committee. 
IAB-923 Steinorth Respiratory care practitioners. ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
IAB-940 Ridley-Thomas, Clinical laboratories. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Waldron 
IAB-1042 Cooper !Proprietary security services. Assembly-Vetoed 
IAB-1060 Bonilla [Professions and vocations: Assembly-Vetoed 
~icensure. 
IAB-1073 Ting [Pharmacy: prescription drug ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
~abels. 
IAB-1084 Bonilla ~ocial workers: examination. Senate-Died 
IAB-1092 Mullin !Magnetic resonance imaging 'Assembly-Died-
~echnologists. !Appropriations 
IAB-1097 Holden Alarm companies: electronic ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
ransactions. 
IAB-1107 Irwin Sellers of travel: regulation. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
IAB-1165 Ridley-Thomas Vocational nursing: secondary !Assembly-Died- Business and 
and post-secondary education. [Professions 
l.\B-1174 Bonilla Healing arts: licensee records. !Assembly-Vetoed 
A.B-1175 Ridley-Thomas Bureau of Electronic and ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
Appliance Repair, Horne 
Furnishings, and Thermal 
Insulation. 
AB-1182 Santiago Secondhand goods: tangible Secretary of State-Chaptered 
personal property. 
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AB-1208 !Frazier Specialty contractors: automatic [Assembly-Died- Business and 
fire extinguisher systems: license Professions 
exemption. 
AB-1253 ~teinorth Optometry: license: retired Secretary of State-Chaptered 
volunteer service designation. 
AB-1279 !Holden iMusic therapy. Assembly-Vetoed 
AB-1306 !Burke !Healing arts: certified nurse- Assembly-Failed 
!midwives: scope of practice. 
IAB-1359 !Nazarian pptometry: therapeutic ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
[Pharmaceutical agents 
~ertification: requirements. 
IAB-1374 !Levine !Psychologists: licensure. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
IAB-1381 Weber !Real estate appraisers. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
IAB-1386 !Low !Emergency medical care: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
epinephrine auto-injectors. 
IAB-1396 !Bonta Public health finance. Assembly-Died -Business and 
Professions 
AB-1430 Cooper California family owned Senate-Died 
businesses. 
AB-1463 Gatto Onsite recycled water. Senate-Died- Education 
AB-1464 !Bloom Tanning. Assembly-Died- Business and 
Professions 
AB-1575 !Bonta, Cooley, Medical cannabis. Senate-Died- Appropriations 
~ones-Sawyer, 
!Lackey, Wood 
AB-1650 Frazier Real estate licensees: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
advertisements. 
IAB-1668 Calderon Investigational drugs, biological ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
products, and devices. 
IAB-1715 Holden Healing arts: behavior analysis: ~enate-Died- Business, 
icensing. !Professions and Economic 
!Development 
IAB-1732 Ting Single-user restrooms. !Secretary of State-Chaptered 
IAB-1751 Low Secondhand goods. !Secretary of State-Chaptered 
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AB-1774 Bonilla Clinical laboratories: licensure. Assembly-Died-
Appropriations 
~B-1793 Holden Contractors: license Secretary of State-Chaptered 
requirements: recovery actions. 
AB-1807 [Bonta !Real estate licensees. ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
(\B-1808 ~ood !Minors: mental health services. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
AB-1835 !Holden California Private Postsecondary Assembly-Vetoed 
Education Act of 2009: minimum 
operating standards: exemptions. 
AB-1859 ~allagher Collateral recovery: release of Secretary of State-Chaptered 
vehicle. 
AB-1874 [wood Structural pest control. ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
AB-1916 ~rwin )>rivate postsecondary education: !Assembly-Died- Business and 
school closure bonds. )>rofessions 
AB-1917 [obernolte )Mental health care professionals: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~ualifications. 
AB-1939 !Patterson !Licensing requirements. Assembly-Died-
Appropriations 
AB-1950 Maienschein !Hearing aids: audio switch. Senate-Died- Appropriations 
AB-1992 Jones !Pupil health: physical Assembly-Died- Business and 
!examinations. !Professions 
AB-2024 Wood Critical access hospitals: ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
employment. 
AB-2025 Gonzalez Barbering and cosmetology: ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
abor law education 
requirements. 
AB-2059 Eduardo Garcia Junk dealers and recyclers: [Assembly-Died 
nonferrous materials. 
AB-2066 Lackey Service stations: petroleum Assembly-Died -
supply and pricing. Appropriations 
AB-2086 Cooley, Mathis Workers' compensation: Assembly-Vetoed 
neuropsychologists. 
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IAB-2138 iLow, Bonta Tour guides: regulation. !Secretary of State-Chaptered 
IAB-2144 !Rodriguez Pharmacy: prescriptions. Assembly-Died- Health 
IAB-2161 Quirk Parking lots: design: insurance Secretary of State-Chaptered 
discount. 
IAB-2179 Gipson Hepatitis C testing. Assembly-Vetoed 
IAB-2190 Salas A-cupuncture Board: executive ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
~fficer. 
IAB-2191 Salas !Board of Behavioral Sciences. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
IAB-2192 Salas Court Reporters Board of Secretary of State-Chaptered 
California: personnel. 
IAB-2193 Salas !California Board of Podiatric Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Medicine: Physician Assistant 
Board: extension. 
IAB-2194 Salas California Massage Therapy Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Council: extension of sunset date. 
IAB-2195 Bonilla Crimes: felony murder: data. A-ssembly-Died -
it\ppropriations 
it\.B-2217 Hadley Notary public: service fees. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
it\.B-2235 Thurmond Board of Dentistry: pediatric Secretary of State-Chaptered 
anesthesia: committee. 
IAB-2236 Santiago, Bonta !Secondhand goods: tangible it\.ssernbly-Died - Business and 
personal property. !Professions 
it\.B-2286 Mullin Contractors: horne improvement Senate-Died- Business, 
salespersons. Professions and Economic 
Development 
it\B-2330 Ridley-Thomas !Real estate licensees. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
it\B-2331 Dababneh !Dentistry: applicants to practice. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
it\.B-2372 Burke !Health care coverage: HIV Assembly-Died-
~pecialists. A-ppropriations 
AB-2385 Jones=Sawyer !Medical Marijuana Regulation !Assembly-Vetoed 
[and Safety Act: state licenses: 
!Measure D. 
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!\.B-2397 Rodriguez Real estate brokers: licensure [Assembly-Died- Business and 
requirements: exemption. !Professions 
!\.B-2437 Ting Nail care establishments: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
raining: wage violations. 
AB-2485 Santiago Dental Corps Loan Repayment Secretary of State-Chaptered 
,Program. 
AB-2486 Baker Contractors' State License Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Board: license search by location. 
AB-2516 Wood !Medical marijuana: state Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~ultivator license types: specialty 
~ottage type. 
AB-2529 Linder ~tructural pest control. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
AB-2545 Bonta !Medical cannabis: agreements [Assembly-Died-
!with tribal governments. [Appropriations 
IAB-2560 Obernolte [Accountants: practice privileges: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
lout-of-state individuals. 
[AB-2581 Medina IHigher education: campus Senate-Died- Business, 
!Closures: Corinthian Colleges, Professions and Economic 
~nc. Development 
[AB-2592 Cooper Controlled substances: medicine Assembly-Died-
ocking closure packages: grant lA ppropriations 
program. 
[AB-2614 Bonta Medical cannabis: state licenses: f\.ssembly-Died- Business and 
out-of-state convictions. !Professions 
~B-2632 Olsen Private Investigators: experience ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
for licensure. 
AB-2638 Gatto Local Investment Advisory Senate-Died- Governmental 
Board: members. prganization 
AB-2649 Jones Marriage and family therapist [Assembly-Died- Business and 
'ntern and professional clinical !Professions 
counselor intern: renaming. 
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AB-2672 :Bonilla Medical cannabis. Senate-Died- Business, 
Professions and Economic 
Development 
~B-2679 Cooley, Bonta, !Medical marijuana: regulation: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~ones-Sawyer, research. 
!Lackey, Wood 
AB-2699 ~onzalez !Department of Consumer ~ssembly-Died -
~ffairs: solar companies: solar ~ppropriations 
~nergy systems. 
AB-2701 ~ones !Department of Consumer ~ssembly-Died -Business and 
~ffairs: boards: training !Professions 
requirements. 
~B-2725 Chiu !Food manufacturers: food Assembly-Died- Health 
~acilities: labels. 
~B-2744 Gordon !Healing arts: referrals. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
AB-2745 !Holden Healing arts: licensing and Secretary of State-Chaptered 
c>ertification. 
~B-2764 !Bonilla Health care coverage: Assembly-Died-
mammography. Appropriations 
~B-2790 !Nazarian Taxicab drivers: Taxicab Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Commission: state licensure 
requirement. 
AB-2793 ~ones Local government: business fAssembly-Died- Business and 
icense: massage: bowenwork. ~rofessions 
~B-2810 !Eggman !Health studio services: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
cancellation. 
fAB-2859 ILow Professions and vocations: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
retired category: licenses. 
ACR-97 !Bonilla Medical training: osteopathic Secretary of State-Chaptered 
students. 
~CR-131 !Patterson ~rofessions and vocations: Senate-Died - Appropriations 
.icensing fees: equity. 
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APPENDIX A-2: SENATE BILLS BY BILL NUMBER 
tsm !Lead Author ~ubject ~tatus 
~B-66 !Leyva, McGuire Career technical education. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~B-146 ~algi ani !Real estate licensees: fictitious ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
business names: team names. 
~B-149 ~tone ~nvestigational drugs, biological !Assembly-Died-
IJlroducts, or devices: right to try. Appropriations 
~B-177 rwieckowski !Alarm companies: limited Secretary of State-Chaptered 
iability companies. 
~B-270 !Mendoza Court Reporters Board of ~:sembly-Died- Business and 
California: civil actions: rofessions 
registered corporations. 
~B-284 Cannella Engineering and land surveying: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
imited liability partnerships. 
~B-287 IHueso Automated external ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
defibrillators (AEDs). 
SB-323 !Hernandez Nurse practitioners: scope of !Assembly-Died - Business and 
practice. !Professions 
SB-337 IPavley Physician assistants. ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 




SB-361 IHm Antimicrobial stewardship: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~ducation and policies. 
~B-396 IHm ~ealth care: outpatient settings Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~nd surgical clinics: facilities: 
~icensure and enforcement. 
~B-407 [Morrell Comprehensive Perinatal Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~ervices Program: licensed 
~idwives. 
SB-408 [Morrell [Midwife assistants. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
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SB-453 Pan :Prisons: involuntary medication. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
SB-464 Hernandez !Healing arts: self-reporting tools. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
SB-465 Hill, Hancock !Building construction: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~ontractors: discipline: 
!reporting: building standards. 
SB-466 !Hill Nursing: Board of Registered Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Nursing. 
SB-467 !Hill Professions and vocations. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
SB-468 !Allen, Hill Bureau of Security and Assembly-Died- Rules 
Investigative Services: licensees. 
~B-469 !Hill State Athletic Commission. ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
SB-479 Bates Healing arts: behavior analysis: Assembly-Died-
icensing. !Appropriations 
SB-482 Lara Controlled substances: CURES Secretary of State-Chaptered 
database. 
SB-525 Nielsen !Respiratory care practice. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
SB-531 Bates !Board of Behavioral Sciences. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
SB-538 Hueso ~aturopathic doctors. Assembly-Died 
SB-560 Monning Contractors. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
SB-561 Monning Contractors: home improvement Secretary of State-Chaptered 
salespersons. 
SB-590 Stone Pharmacy: intern pharmacists. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
SB-620 Block Board of Behavioral Sciences: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
icensure requirements. 
SB-622 !Hernandez pptometry. !Assembly-Died- Business and 
!Professions 
SB-643 !McGuire !Medical marijuana. !Secretary of State-Chaptered 
SB-671 !Hill [Pharmacy: biological product. !Secretary of State-Chaptered 
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SB-710 Galgiani Real estate licensees: fictitious Secretary of State-Chaptered 
business names: team names. 
SB-738 !Huff Pupil health: epinephrine auto- Secretary of State-Chaptered 
·njectors: liability limitation. 
SB-763 !Hill ~uvenile products: flame Assembly-Died - Rules 
[retardant chemicals. 
SB-778 !Allen !Automotive repair: oil changes: Senate-In Floor Process 
!notification to customers. 
SB-799 !Hill, Glazer !Business and professions. Assembly-Died- Education 





SB-896 !Nguyen Barbering and cosmetology: nail Senate-In Floor Process 
care establishments: credit and 
debit cards. 
SB-945 !Mooning Pet boarding facilities. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
SB-952 !Anderson Pharmacy technicians: licensure Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!requirements. 
SB-999 tl>avley ~ealth insurance: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~ontraceptives: annual supply. 
~B-1039 !Hill !Professions and vocations. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~B-1044 !Nguyen tBarbering and cosmetology. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~B-1046 !Hill !Driving under the influence: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~gnition interlock device. 
~B-1085 tRoth !Professional engineers: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~eologists: land surveyors. 
~B-1125 !Nguyen Employment relations: nail care Assembly-Died - Business and 
~alons: labor law compliance. rrofessions 
~B-1132 !Galgiani !Architects: architects-in- Senate-In Floor Process 
~raining. 
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SB-1155 !Morrell Professions and vocations: Assembly-Died-
icenses: military service. Appropriations 
SB-1165 Cannella Engineers, geologists, Secretary of State-Chaptered 
geophysicists, and land 
~urveyors. 
SB-1174 !McGuire Medi-Cal: children: prescribing Secretary of State-Chaptered 
patterns: psychotropic 
imedications. 
SB-1177 Galgiani !Physician and Surgeon Health Secretary of State-Chaptered 
[and Wellness Program. 
SB-1192 !Hill !Private postsecondary education: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
California Private Postsecondary 
!Education Act of 2009. 
SB-1193 Hill Healing arts. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
SB-1194 Hill Professions and vocations: board Assembly-Died- Business and 
actions and regulations. Professions 
SB-1196 Hill Bureau of Real Estate: Bureau of Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Real Estate Appraisers. 
SB-1209 Morrell Contractors: discipline. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
SB-1261 Stone Physicians and surgeons: fee Secretary of State-Chaptered 
exemption: residency. 
SB-1331 Pavley ~tate Board of Guide Dogs for Secretary of State-Chaptered 
he Blind: membership: out-of-
~tate schools: followup services. 
SB-1348 Cannella !Licensure applications: military Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~xperience. 
SB-1400 Wieckowski [Tobacco. Assembly-Died -Business and 
Professions 
SB-1470 Wieckowski lfobacco. Assembly-Died- Business and 
Professions 
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APPENDIX B-1: ASSEMBLY BILLS BY AUTHOR 
Lead Author Bill Subject ~tatus 
Alejo AB-595 Forfeiture. fAssembly-Died -Public Safety 
Alejo, Bonilla AB-684 Healing arts: licensees: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~isciplinary actions. 
Baker AB-773 !Psychology licensing. !Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Baker AB-2486 Contractors' State License Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Board: license search by 
ocation. 
Beth Gaines AB-905 rrime-shares: public report: real Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Property inspection. 
!Bloom AB-1464 [fanning. fAssembly-Died- Business and 
!Professions 
!Bonilla AB-177 Professions and vocations: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
icensing boards: authority: 
extension. 
!Bonilla AB-178 Board of Vocational Nursing and Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Psychiatric Technicians of the 
State of California. 
!Bonilla AB-179 Healing arts. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Bonilla AB-180 Cemetery and Funeral Bureau. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
,Bonilla AB-181 Professions and vocations: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
barbering and cosmetology. 
Bonilla AB-486 Centralized hospital packaging Secretary of State-Chaptered 
pharmacies: medication labels. 
Bonilla AB-599 Clinical laboratories: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
cytotechnologists. 
Bonilla AB-662 !Public accommodation: disabled ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
adults: changing facilities. 
!Bonilla AB-1060 Professions and vocations: !Assembly-Vetoed 
icensure. 
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!Bonilla V\B-1084 Social workers: examination. Senate-Died 
!Bonilla ~B-1174 Healing arts: licensee records. Assembly-Vetoed 
!Bonilla V\B-1774 Clinical laboratories: licensure. !Assembly-Died-
!Appropriations 
!Bonilla IAB-2195 Crimes: felony murder: data. iAssembly-Died-
!Appropriations 
!Bonilla AB-2672 !Medical cannabis. Senate-Died- Business, 
!Professions and Economic 
!Development 
!Bonilla AB-2764 !Health care coverage: Assembly-Died-
tmammography. Appropriations 
!Bonilla ACR-97 !Medical training: osteopathic Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~tudents. 
!Bonta AB-1396 !Public health finance. Assembly-Died - Business and 
Professions 
!Bonta AB-1807 !Real estate licensees. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Bonta AB-2545 Medical cannabis: agreements A-ssembly-Died -
with tribal governments. !Appropriations 
!Bonta AB-2614 Medical cannabis: state licenses: iAssembly-Died- Business and 
out-of-state convictions. !Professions 
!Bonta, Cooley, AB-266 Medical marijuana. ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
~ones-Sawyer, 
Lackey, Wood 
!Bonta, Cooley, AB-1575 Medical cannabis. Senate-Died- Appropriations 
Jones-Sawyer, 
Lackey, Wood 
Burke AB-1306 Healing arts: certified nurse- !Assembly-Failed 
~idwives: scope of practice. 
Burke AB-2372 fllealth care coverage: HIV Assembly-Died -
specialists. Appropriations 
Calderon AB-159 ll:nvestigational drugs, biological Assembly-Vetoed 
[Products, and devices. 
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Calderon AB-789 Contact lens sellers: prohibited Assembly-Died -Business and 
~ractices: fines. Professions 
Calderon t\.B-1668 ~nvestigational drugs, biological ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
!Products, and devices. 
Chau ~B-161 ~thletic trainers. ~ssembly-Vetoed 
Chau ~B-502 [Dental hygiene. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Chau ~B-758 Acupuncture: education and Assembly-Died- Business and 
raining programs. Professions 
Chiu ~B-2725 Food manufacturers: food Assembly-Died - Health 
f'acilities: labels. 
Chu ~B-788 Prescriptions. Assembly-Died - Health 
Cooley, Bonta, ~B-34 Medical cannabis regulation and !Assembly-Died-
Jones-Sawyer ~nforcement. ~ppropriations 
Cooley, Bonta, ~B-2679 Medical marijuana: regulation: ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
Jones-Sawyer, research. 
Lackey, Wood 
Cooley, Mathis ~B-2086 !Workers' compensation: Assembly-Vetoed 
!neuropsychologists. 
Cooper AB-1042 !Proprietary security services. Assembly-Vetoed 
Cooper AB-1430 California family owned Senate-Died 
!businesses. 
Cooper AB-2592 Controlled substances: medicine !Assembly-Died -
ocking closure packages: grant Appropriations 
program. 
Dababneh AB-2331 Dentistry: applicants to practice. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Dahle AB-611 Controlled substances: !Assembly-Died- Business and 
prescriptions: reporting. !Professions 
[Dodd AB-607 Real estate trust fund accounts: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
bond requirement. 
!Eduardo AB-2059 Junk dealers and recyclers: Assembly-Died 
Garcia nonferrous materials. 
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~ggman AB-282 Corded window coverings. Senate-Died- Business, 
Professions and Economic 
Development 
Eggman AB-632 Secondhand dealers and coin Secretary of State-Chaptered 
dealers: reporting: handheld 
electronic devices. 
Eggman AB-705 Psychologists: licensure ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
exemption. 
Eggman A.B-2810 Health studio services: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
cancellation. 
Eggman, AB-693 Health studio services: !Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Williams ~ancellation. 
Frazier AB-345 ,Real estate licensees: continuing Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~ducation requirements. 
Frazier ~B-1208 fSpecialty contractors: automatic Assembly-Died- Business and 
~fire extinguisher systems: license Professions 
~xemption. 
Frazier ~B-1650 !Real estate licensees: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~dvertisements. 
Gallagher ~B-281 Collateral recovery. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Gallagher ~B-1859 Collateral recovery: release of Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~ehicle. 
Gatto ~B-1463 IOnsite recycled water. Senate-Died- Education 
Gatto ~B-2638 !Local Investment Advisory ~enate-Died- Governmental 
!Board: members. Organization 
Gipson ~B-2179 Hepatitis C testing. fAssembly-Vetoed 
Gomez ~B-627 Pharmacy benefit managers: !Secretary of State-Chaptered 
contracting pharmacies. 
!Gomez ~B-757 Healing arts: clinical ~ssembly-Vetoed 
aboratories. 
Gonzalez ~B-2025 Barbering and cosmetology: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
abor law education 
requirements. 
Gonzalez ~B-2699 Department of Consumer ~ssembly-Died-
Affairs: solar companies: solar !Appropriations 
energy systems. 
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Gordon ft\B-2744 Healing arts: referrals. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
illadley fAB-2217 Notary public: service fees. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
ill olden ~B-1097 Alarm companies: electronic Secretary of State-Chaptered 
ransactions. 
tHolden AB-1279 Music therapy. ~ssembly-Vetoed 
tHo I den AB-1715 tHealing arts: behavior analysis: Senate-Died- Business, 
icensing. rrofessions and Economic 
!Development 
tHo I den AB-1793 Contractors: license Secretary of State-Chaptered 
requirements: recovery actions. 
til olden f\.B-1835 California Private Postsecondary Assembly-Vetoed 
Education Act of 2009: minimum 
operating standards: 
exemptions. 
[Holden ft\B-2745 Healing arts: licensing and ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
certification. 
[Holden, ft\B-525 Franchise relations: renewal and Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~tkins, Dodd, ermination. 
~ilk 
~rwin ft\B-685 Real estate: licensees. ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
~rwin ft\B-1107 ~ellers of travel: regulation. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~rwin ft\B-1916 rrivate postsecondary education: fAssembly-Died - Business and 
~chool closure bonds. rrofessions 
~ones ft\B-873 fAutomotive repair. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~ones ft\B-921 rrivate investigators: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Disciplinary Review Committee. 
~ones ft\B-1992 rupil health: physical Assembly-Died - Business and 
~xaminations. Professions 
~ones fAB-2649 !Marriage and family therapist Assembly-Died- Business and 
~ntern and professional clinical Professions 
!Counselor intern: renaming. 
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~ones V\.B-2701 Department of Consumer Assembly-Died - Business and 
Affairs: boards: training Professions 
requirements. 
~ones IAB-2793 Local government: business Assembly-Died -Business and 
icense: massage: bowenwork. Professions 
~ones-Sawyer AB-26 !Medical cannabis. ~enate-Died- Rules 
~ones-Sawyer AB-708 Consumer products: content !Assembly-Failed 
~nformation. 
~ones-Sawyer AB-2385 !Medical Marijuana Regulation V\.ssembly-Vetoed 
[and Safety Act: state licenses: 
!Measure D. 
!Lackey AB-236 Weighmasters: exemptions: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
pawnbrokers and secondhand 
dealers. 
!Lackey AB-2066 Service stations: petroleum Assembly-Died -
supply and pricing. Appropriations 
!Levine AB-1374 Psychologists: licensure. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Linder AB-2529 Structural pest control. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Low AB-750 Business and professions: retired f\.ssembly-Died-
category: licenses. J\ppropriations 
Low AB-1386 ;Emergency medical care: ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
epinephrine auto-injectors. 
Low AB-1751 Secondhand goods. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Low AB-2859 !Professions and vocations: ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
retired category: licenses. 
!Low, Bonta AB-2138 [four guides: regulation. !Secretary of State-Chaptered 
,Maienschein AB-316 IV eterinarians. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Maienschein AB-317 IV eterinary medicine: temporary Assembly-Vetoed 
~helter facility. 
Maienschein AB-1950 IHearing aids: audio switch. Senate-Died- Appropriations 
Mark Stone AB-848 V\.Icoholism and drug abuse Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~reatment facilities. 
Medina AB-2581 [Higher education: campus Senate-Died - Business, 
!closures: Corinthian Colleges, Professions and Economic 
~nc. Development 
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Melendez AB-333 Healing arts: continuing Secretary of State-Chaptered 
education. 
Mullin f\.B-1092 Magnetic resonance imaging A.ssembly-Died-
echnologists. ~ppropriations 
Mullin ~B-2286 Contractors: home improvement Senate-Died- Business, 
salespersons. !Professions and Economic 
IDevelopment 
Nazarian ~B-796 !Health care coverage: autism Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~nd pervasive developmental 
~isorders. 
Nazarian ~B-1359 Optometry: therapeutic Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~harmaceutical agents 
~ertification: requirements. 
Nazarian ~B-2790 [Taxicab drivers: Taxicab Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Commission: state licensure 
[requirement. 
Obernolte ~B-250 rrelehealth: marriage and family Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~herapist interns and trainees. 
~bernolte ~B-1917 [1\iental health care professionals: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
i'Iualifications. 
Obernolte ~B-2560 !Accountants: practice privileges: ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
lout-of-state individuals. 
Olsen ~B-507 Department of Consumer Senate-Died- Business, 
Affairs: BreEZe system: annual !Professions and Economic 
report. iDevelopment 
Olsen t\B-2632 Private Investigators: experience !Secretary of State-Chaptered 
for licensure. 
Patterson AB-483 Healing arts: initial license fees: !Assembly-Vetoed 
proration. 
Patterson AB-1939 Licensing requirements. Assembly-Died -
Appropriations 
!Patterson ACR-131 Professions and vocations: Senate-Died- Appropriations 
icensing fees: equity. 
~uirk AB-764 Commercial parking lots: Assembly-Vetoed 
design: insurance discount. 
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Quirk AB-2161 !Parking lots: design: insurance Secretary of State-Chaptered 
[discount. 
Rendon, Low AB-836 rrour guides: regulation. Assembly-Died-
Appropriations 
Ridley- AB-808 Automotive fuels and products. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Thomas 
Ridley- ~B-880 Dentistry: licensure: exempt. ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
Thomas 
Ridley- !\.B-890 Anesthesiologist assistants. A-ssembly-Died-
Thomas ~ppropriations 
Ridley- AB-1165 Vocational nursing: secondary ~ssembly-Died- Business and 
Thomas and post-secondary education. !Professions 
~dley- ~B-1175 Bureau of Electronic and Secretary of State-Chaptered 
rrhomas Appliance Repair, Home 
FurnisWngs, and Thermal 
~nsulation. 
[Ridley- ~B-2330 Real estate licensees. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
frhomas 
~dley- ~B-940 Clinical laboratories. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Thomas, 
!Waldron 
!Rodriguez ~B-2144 !Pharmacy: prescriptions. Assembly-Died- Health 
!Rodriguez !\.B-2397 !Real estate brokers: licensure Assembly-Died- Business and 
requirements: exemption. ,Professions 
!Roger ~B-804 ~horthand reporters: continuing iAssembly-Vetoed 
!Hernandez [education requirements. 
~alas ~B-2190 ~cupuncture Board: executive ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
!officer. 
~alas ~B-2191 !Board of Behavioral Sciences. ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
Salas ~B-2192 Court Reporters Board of Secretary of State-Chaptered 
California: personnel. 
Salas ~B-2193 California Board of Podiatric Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Medicine: Physician Assistant 
Board: extension. 
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Salas AB-2194 California Massage Therapy Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Council: extension of sunset 
date. 
Santiago AB-1182 Secondhand goods: tangible Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Personal property. 
Santiago AB-2485 !Dental Corps Loan Repayment Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Program. 
Santiago, AB-2236 ~econdhand goods: tangible Assembly-Died -Business and 
Bonta !Personal property. Professions 
Steinorth AB-923 !Respiratory care practitioners. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Steinorth AB-1253 !Optometry: license: retired Secretary of State-Chaptered 
volunteer service designation. 
Thurmond AB-2235 Board of Dentistry: pediatric ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
anesthesia: committee. 
Ting AB-576 California Building Standards Senate-Died- Transportation 
Commission: advisory panels. land Housing 
ifing ~B-1073 Pharmacy: prescription drug Secretary of State-Chaptered 
abels. 
Iring AB-1732 Single-user restrooms. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
ifing AB-2437 Nail care establishments: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
raining: wage violations. 
rweber AB-1381 Real estate appraisers. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
rwnk AB-624 Real estate appraisers: standards Senate-Died- Appropriations 
~fconduct. 
rwood ~B-320 :Engineers. ~enate-Died - Appropriations 
rwood AB-623 Abuse-deterrent opioid analgesic !Assembly-Died-
~rug products. !Appropriations 
:Wood AB-1808 Minors: mental health services. ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
Wood AB-1874 ~tructural pest control. ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
Wood AB-2024 Critical access hospitals: ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
~mployment. 
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!Wood IAB-2516 Medical marijuana: state $ecretary of State-Chaptered 
~'Ultivator license types: specialty 
~'ottage type. 
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APPENDIX B-2: SENATE BILLS BY AUTHOR 
Lead Author !Bill Subject ~tatus 
Allen ~B-778 A-utomotive repair: oil ~enate-In Floor Process 
changes: notification to 
~ustomers. 
fAllen, Hill SB-468 !Bureau of Security and Assembly-Died - Rules 
~nvestigative Services: 
~icensees. 
!Anderson SB-952 !Pharmacy technicians: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~icensure requirements. 
!Bates SB-479 !Healing arts: behavior Assembly-Died -
analysis: licensing. Appropriations 
!Bates SB-531 Board of Behavioral Sciences. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
tBlock ~B-620 Board of Behavioral Sciences: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
icensure requirements. 
Cannella ~B-284 Engineering and land Secretary of State-Chaptered 
surveying: limited liability 
partnerships. 
Cannella ~B-1165 fEngineers, geologists, Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~eophysicists, and land 
surveyors. 
Cannella ~B-1348 !Licensure applications: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~ilitary experience. 




















~algi ani SB-146 !Real estate licensees: fictitious Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!business names: team names. 
~algiani ~B-710 !Real estate licensees: fictitious Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!business names: team names. 
~algiani ~B-1132 Architects: architects-in- Senate-In Floor Process 
raining. 
~algiani ~B-1177 Physician and Surgeon Health Secretary of State-Chaptered 
and Wellness Program. 
:Uernandez ~B-323 Nurse practitioners: scope of Assembly-Died- Business and 
practice. Professions 
fiiernandez ~B-464 Healing arts: self-reporting ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
ools. 
:Uernandez SB-622 Optometry. !Assembly-Died· Business and 
!Professions 
fHiU SB-361 !Antimicrobial stewardship: ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
~ducation and policies. 
:Um SB-396 !Health care: outpatient !Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~ettings and surgical clinics: 
~acilities: licensure and 
~nforcement. 
ill ill SB-466 Nursing: Board of Registered Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Nursing. 
Hill SB-467 Professions and vocations. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
illill SB-469 State Athletic Commission. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
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Hill SB-671 IPhannacy: biological product. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Hill SB-763 ~uvenile products: flame Assembly-Died - Rules 
retardant chemicals. 
:Rill ~B-1039 Professions and vocations. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Hill ~B-1046 Driving under the influence: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
gnition interlock device. 
Hill ~B-1192 Private postsecondary ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
education: California Private 
Postsecondary Education Act 
of2009. 
!Hill ~B-1193 ~ealing arts. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Hill ~B-1194 !Professions and vocations: Assembly-Died- Business and 
!board actions and regulations. Professions 
IHill SB-1196 !Bureau of Real Estate: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Bureau of Real Estate 
[Appraisers. 
IHill, Glazer SB-799 !Business and professions. iAssembly-Died - Education 
IHill, Hancock SB-465 !Building construction: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!contractors: discipline: 
!reporting: building standards. 
iHueso SB-287 Automated external Secretary of State-Chaptered 
defibrillators (AEDs). 
iHueso SB-538 Naturopathic doctors. [Assembly-Died 
!Huff SB-738 Pupil health: epinephrine Secretary of State-Chaptered 
auto-injectors: liability 
imitation. 
!Lara SB-482 Controlled substances: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
CURES database. 
Leyva, SB-66 Career technical education. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
McGuire 
McGuire SB-643 Medical marijuana. Secretary of State-Chaptered 




!Mendoza SB-270 Court Reporters Board of Assembly-Died- Business and 
California: civil actions: Professions 
registered corporations. 
fMonning SB-560 Contractors. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
fMonning SB-561 Contractors: home Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!improvement salespersons. 
!Monning SB-945 IPet boarding facilities. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Morrell SB-407 Comprehensive Perinatal !Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Services Program: licensed 
!midwives. 
!Morrell ~B-408 Midwife assistants. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!Morrell ~B-1155 Professions and vocations: Assembly-Died -
icenses: military service. Appropriations 
!Morrell SB-1209 Contractors: discipline. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Nguyen SB-896 Barbering and cosmetology: Senate-In Floor Process 
nail care establishments: 
rredit and debit cards. 
Nguyen SB-1044 Barbering and cosmetology. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Nguyen ISB-1125 Employment relations: nail !Assembly-Died -Business and 
~are salons: labor law !Professions 
~ompliance. 
Nielsen ISB-525 !Respiratory care practice. Secretary of State-Chaptered 
[Pan ISB-453 !Prisons: involuntary !Secretary of State-Chaptered 
!medication. 
Pavley iSB-337 !Physician assistants. !Secretary of State-Chaptered 
Pavley iSB-999 ~ealth insurance: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~ontraceptives: annual 
~upply. 
Pavley ISB-1331 IS tate Board of Guide Dogs for Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~he Blind: membership: out-
!of-state schools: followup 
~ervices. 
Roth ISB-1085 Professional engineers: Secretary of State-Chaptered 
geologists: land surveyors. 
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Stone SB-149 Investigational drugs, Assembly-Died-
biological products, or !Appropriations 
devices: right to try. 
Stone SB-590 Pharmacy: intern ~ecretary of State-Chaptered 
pharmacists. 
$tone SB-1261 !Physicians and surgeons: fee Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~xemption: residency. 
Wieckowski SB-177 !Alarm companies: limited Secretary of State-Chaptered 
~iability companies. 
Wieckowski SB-1400 lrobacco. Assembly-Died - Business and 
Professions 
Wieckowski ~B-1470 Tobacco. ~ssembly-Died- Business and 
:Professions 
*** 
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